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EDITORIAL

The Crisis in South Africa
Again SAPEM returns to the crisis in South Africa. It is not
surprising that all those genuinely interested in a free and
prosperous South Africa should mourn at the nasty developments
in that country. Of particular concern to most of us is the carnage
that is taking place amongst the African people themselves; not to
mention the fact that, to a large degree, and for obvious motives, the
violence is being perpetrated by some sections of the white society.
Now all this is quite reminiscent of the pattern of events that
characterise the last throes of a dying white settler colonialism.
From Algeria to Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Namibia and
now South Africa:- this is all now quite familiar. White settler
colonialism is a hard nut to crack; and when it finally does crack, it
will have brought so much violence and destruction — not to
mention the political and economic whitemail. The emergent
African State invariably finds itself heavily compromised and
forced to concede economic and constitutional guarantees for the
white minority, as almost the pre-condition for attaining and
sustaining state power. South Africa is no exception; and, therefore,
some readers will raise eye-brows at Archie Mafeje’s feature article
which refers to "the National Question among the Boers and the
Britons in South Africa" and how this

was

resolved "when South

Africa

got its formal independence" in 1910. But the main import
Mafeje’s article would appear to suggest precisely that the
National Question in South Africa will begin to be resolved only
of Archie

when the African nationalists have attained the kind of national

independenceashas been attained by their counterparts throughout
the African continent

The "crossroads"

talking about here refers to the

the National Liberation Movement

as a whole is in utter disarray
against a conniving de Klerk and his allies in the international field.
And it will not help the PAC, and any other groups who might share
that doctrinaire position, to remain adamant that they will not
participate in the "Talks". It is not a question of talking or not
talking; because talking there will be. It is, rather, how best to be
organised in order to Talk effectively and successfully.

The South

African Question is much more complex, if only
more concentrated nature of white power in that
country, and the extent to which the question has become so
internationalised. (See the article herein by one of our scholars —
Salih Booker
from the diaspora.) A more imaginative approach
is required to the Crossroads on the part of the leaders of the
because of the

—

National Liberation Movement in South Africa. We have to accept
that the National Liberation Movement is the best available agency
and

guide in this complex process that is the struggle. But it should
define at least the broad outline for a National Front that unites all
the opponents of the apartheid State. As AZAPO President,
Itumeleng Jerry MosalastatesinSAPEA/’s new column (Liberation
Forum), there has to be UNITY IN ACTION in South Africa. Mosala
is right to point out that "it is doubtful whether it is ever desirable
that there should be one, homogeneous, united liberation
movement". This is an important observation and, if acknowledged
by all those concerned in the leadership of a future South Africa,
will augur well for the democratic process in that country.

But in the meantime, there is the urgent need
groups fighting the apartheid state
denominator and goal. Liberation.

for all parties and/or

to rally behind that common

if under other guises) and one that will ensure
victory for the African nationalists. It is usual these days to draw
comparisons between the manner in which the Zimbabwean
nationalists approached their Crossroads in 1979/80 and the current
process in South Africa. But in an earlier issue of SAPEM, Vol. 2,
No. 8, May 1989, we warned the South African comrades against
being hoodwinked into a so-called Zimbabwe model The

We are sick of hearing the
ideologies" and/or "different
strategies". And as the Jostling for positions in the forthcoming
dispensation begins, such claims will ring even more false. Archie
Mafeje states that the South African comrades should learn from
their predecessors on the African continent Post-independent
Africa has demonstrated generally that neither "Ideological"
differences, that is, "Socialism" and "capitalism" nor so-called
"ethnic" rivalry and also its corollary, the assumed distinction

Zimbabwean comrades will be the first to confirm that theirs

was

between "authentic" and "bandit" or "dissident" had real

outcome that reflected

historical and theoretical basis after all. In the struggle for power,
expediency is usually the order of the day. But once in power,
"reconciliation" and "unity" become the slogans of the day; and
soon forgotten that there ever did exist such distinct liberation
movements as there appeared to be in the period immediately
leading to independence. That is the history of the African petty
bourgeoisie! So a major objective of the African Nationalist in South

we

historical choice between

are

a course

of events that will

see

white power

sustained (even

never

meant to be

a

model at all. It

was an

the balance of forces at the time. But it was

partly because there was
a visible and tested guerrilla army of some 50 000 plus and partly
because of a strong organised and generally united-in-action mass
base, that the Zimbabwean comrades survived a model that was
otherwise intended to negate the gains and main thrust of the
Liberation Struggle. It goes without saying that there is a necessary
linkage between the current configuration of forces in South Africa
and the kind of gains that the National Liberation Movement will
obtain vis-a-vis the apartheid state. Of course, it is perfectly
consistent with the Agenda of the Liberation Struggle for the
comrades to insist on the basic principles — including the issue of
Nationalisation
in their negotiations with the apart/ieu/state. But
it is, nevertheless, naive to expect that these will be honox^ed when

oft-cited but false claims to "different

Africa will be to find the best formula on the basis of which to contain
and accommodate the various groups

crying for

a

piece of the cake

in the

forthcoming dispensation. Unless this is done soon, we can
expect worst internecine violence, and untold harm to the liberation
and the future of South

AfricaJU

—
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SAPEM ANNIVERSARY

SAPEM is Three Years Old
Ngoni Chanakira
HIS month the Southern

T

Political & Economic

Africa

The Role of Intellectuals

Monthly

(SAPEM) celebrates its third an-

niversary. Published by the SAFES
Trust, SAPEM has been in existence

In this

The

magazine has continued to promote
teaching, research and publications in the Southern African region in
particular and the world in general and has
to

establish a link between Southern

African students, writes and all social
groups.
SAPEM has not

only focused

on

politi-

struggle for socialism

reflections
The

social science

strived

relationship between in-

tellectuals in the Third World and progressive Western scholars, the role of students
in the

since October 1987.

issue, four leading social scien-

tists discussed the

on

as well as
intellectuals in Africa.

the

One-Party State in Africa

This issue focused

on

the controversy

surrounding the one-party state idea. It
mentioned that

some

African leaders have

always defended the one-party state idea on
the grounds that it is a guarantee for political unity in an age of nation-building.

cal, economic and social developments
within the

region, but has provided a platregional news, commentaries of
the arts and culture, gender issues and book
form for

reviews. Critical

areas

have been addressed in the

room to manoeuvre.

f&M

of debate which

the one-party state

•

the role of intellectuals;

from the

fie -

•

the OAU 25 years on;

•

the World Bank and Africa;

in Africa;
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•
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problems and prospects of regional
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argued that the one-party state in
no future because it had proved

Africa had
to

be a mechanism for defending privileged

access

The

by

a

small petit bourgeois class.

Organisation of African Unity
(OAU): 25 Years On

ntaotln
South Afrtco?

'•Money ond Rnooce
;■

I

•The legacy of
Steve BIko

In this

issue, it

was

noted that with the

liberation of South Africa, the OAU would

have to look

f
mi
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qualitatively different
sought to be of significant
influence in the African political and
economic spheres. It advanced that without
a colonial and anti-apartheid mission to
on a

orientation if it

how science can be placed

and

for democracy

development.
The World Bank and Africa

SAPEM outlined the

relationship be-

the World Bank (and other international financial institutions) and Africa and

tween

ttitoctMr

»*

political and economic cooperation and
the land question.
THE
m
m
/’ONE-PARTY

wMi tOM iMdw

• n« Mt «t M Pm*

P

the role of the State in the constitutional

process;
•

£ e £ £

masses

in the service of the struggle

» Ca»«i>«qh»
kSoMh Attica

r P

It noted that the role of

progressive African intellectuals is to learn

magazine in-

elude:
•

rally around the mass struggle for
democracy and development would be
cornering the OAU, giving it no significant

described it

as

sordid and detrimental. It

noted that the World Bank and the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund (IMF) had
capitalised on Africa’s crisis, an outcome of
the widespread drought, political turmoil
and incorrect economic strategies followed
by African governments. It was concluded
that the World Bank and the IMF’s

prescriptions for Africa had been a failure
and must, therefore, be abandoned "as the

first step

towards the search for a viable alstrategy".
With the readership of over 10 000,
SAPEM will continue to provide a monthly forum for debate and analysis of political, economic and social developments in
ternative

Southern Africa and

on

the continent

as a

whole.D

MONTHLY
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SOUTH AFRICA AT THE CROSSROADS

Nationalist Politics In A Crisis
Archie

I

Mafeje

T is always

important to remind ourselves that all the struggles in Africa
and most of the Third World centre

the National

Question. Interpreted in
its historical context, the national Question connotes different things but underlined by the same dominator,

on

nationalism. In the

same

way we are

made to believe that "there is no reaction

without action", nationalism is

always a
against something. It is only its

reaction

content which is variable but not the

principle itself. In the ex-colonial or
Third World countries nationalism has
been

a

reaction

against colonial imposiimperialist domination. Avail-

tion and

into one struggle.

Those countries which atindependence in
the post-1975 period which marks the
beginning of the so-called African crisis are
an example. The most dramatic examples
of what we are referring to are the white settier societies of Southern Africa. By virtue
of being contemporaries of the post-independence states in Africa, their liberation
movements cannot escape the implications
of meta-nationalism. This is due simply to
the fact that late-comers are supposed to
learn from the mistakes of their predecessors, if not as a matter of logic, then as a
matter of historical necessity.
tained

However, it is of critical impor-

tance to note that the two

phases,
imperialism, represent
two stages, which gave rise to two
qualitatively different types of
colonialism and

nationalism. The first could be referred

proto-nationalism which was
primarily concerned with political
domination by aliens, without relating it
to

as

to its modal foundations since the end

the nineteenth

of

century. The second

might be referred to as meta-nationalism,
which is

a

result of disillusionment with

proto-nationalism and of an appreciation
of the changing modalities of the imperialist domination.
Pre and

post-independence political
struggles

In Africa, this refers to what

might be
and post - independence political struggles. While this perspective might
hardly be faulted, it is of absolute importance not to confuse history with chronology. There are African countries where
what would have been pre - and post - independence struggles have been telescoped
called pre

4

-

will attain their

Neo-colonialism

able evidence is such that this cannot be
the issue.

or

It would be fair to suppose
rent

that the curcollapse and the most encrisis of democracy in Africa are ir-

economic

demic

refutable evidence that the National Question has not been resolved

anywhere on the

continent. Disillusionment with the

neo-

colonial state has provoked a second phase
of national
been

struggle in Africa. These had
going on in virtually all the African

countries since the 1970s. The most strik-

ing thing about them is that they are
decidedly anti-imperialist and anti-cornprador. It is these characteristics which
make it possible to distinguish between the

socialist but nationalist with
orientation,
Socialist

anti-colonialism and the

new

breed of

African nationalists. The distinction

we are

trying to make has been construed as a
division between "socialists" and

"capitalists". This is a serious misconcepa misunderstanding of the exact
nature of the National Question in Africa at
the present historical conjuncture. A close
analysis of what has happened so far shows
that anti-imperialist and anti-comprador
struggles in Africa are not necessarily
tion and

different

pretensions

This subtle distinction has been obscured

by a number of factors. First, to justify their
self-motivated interventions in under-

developed countries, the imperialist
countries have always found it ideologically convenient to brand any anti-imperialist
movement

in Africa and elsewhere in the

Third World

as

"communist"

or

"Marxist-

Leninist". In the context of the Cold War
this

was

creditable. It also suited the Com-

prador proto-nationalists in Africa whose
position has become more and more
precarious. Second, as a response to the historically-determined meta-nationalism,
anti-imperialist movements in Africa confirmed the illusion of "socialism" through
their own rhetoric and Marxist-Leninist
pretensions. As would be expected, this
manifested itself more blatantly in those
counuies which were approaching their independence at this point in time. The best
examples in Southern Africa are Mozambique, Angola and Zimbabwe. As would be
readily agreed, the Southern African liberation movements are nothing else but an un-

folding of the same historical dialectic,
with all its contradictions,

earlier nationalists who limited themselves
to

a

Contradictions
As has been warned, these contradictions

historically-determined and are
of chronology such as who attains independence first or last. The issue is
whether the National Question has been
are

not a matter

successfully resolved or not in the anti imperialist and anti-comprador stage of the
struggle. Although these terms might sound
in some ears ideologically-loaded, they in
fact refer to real things such as mass poverty, lack of democracy, and national
Sapem October, 1990

autonomy in what is otherwise thought of
liberated countries. It is

exactly on the
meaning of "national liberation" and the
conditions necessary for it that great uncertainty and confusion prevail. In Southern
Africa the problem has been compounded
by the white settle factor, which is not unrelated to the question of imperialist
as

domination from within. But for the time

being, the intention is to discern the
theoretical and, therefore, practical significance of the observable split in the national liberation movement itself.
We have already
tween

made the distinction beproto- and meta-nationalists in the

offers of overtures for " national
reconciliation’

or "unity", without changes
political system itself except powersharing, is a confirmation of our claim.

in the

Nevertheless,

hollow. Nonetheless, this was not before

they had been challenged by their national
rivals who got denounced as "bandits" or
"dissidents". What is interesting from the

we cannot

let the matter rest

there because in the meantime a number of

things which deserve our attention had happened.

Counter-revolutionary tactics

of

independent African States. We
also pointed out that the newly independent
countries of Southern Africa got caught up
in the second stage of the national struggle
and they did their best to reflect this,
ideologically. But in practise this proved
context

point of view of our analysis is that the
basic grounds for, say, UNITA, RENAMO,
and ZAPU for challenging the ruling parties in their respective countries were not
ideological. It was a question of being left
out in the new dispensation. Acceptance of

First, the South Africans and their im-

perialist allies had taken advantage of the
apparent cleavages in the national movement

in all three countries with the purpose

of

undermining the anti-imperialist and
anti-comprador tendency within the same
countries. This was draped in the usual anticommunist

propaganda, made even more
by unlimited financial and
military support. To mobilise ordinary
seductive

people, ethnic differences were also emphasised so as to legitimise the whole
sinister plot. The leaders of the rebels or
dissidents accepted all this not because they
were ideologically transformed or fooled
but because it suited them in their struggle
for power. Meanwhile, the incumbent
regimes which by definition had limited
resources and whose political base was narrow or relatively insecure were put in a
position where they had to compromise in
order to survive. It would be very unreasonable to expect any government to

commit suicide while chances for survival

prevailed. What we might do though as
engaged intellectuals is to evaluate the sostill

cial

costs

of

even

what is

Sapem October, 1990

"neces-

sary" compromises.
In the current situation in Southern

Africa

nothing could be gained by the

demises of the present governments in An-

gola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the respite they got
was at the cost of opening up to the
right,
domestically and internationally. This has
been to the detriment of the anti-imperialist

Ennerdale, outside Johannesburg, August 1990. A residents’ protest regarding lights and water turned into
'

seen as

a

battle with the

police.
5

and

anti-comprador forces within the nagiven
ascendency to comprador aspirants who are
beginning to argue for petty reformism on
grounds of expediency. The capitulation by

Afrikaner and African Nationalists

tional liberation movement and has

the Soviet Union has made these

rationalisations

even

more

plausible.

Under the circumstances it makes it appear

futile, if not anachronistic, to try and draw
distinctions between left and

right, especially in Southern Africa where the key
issue seems to be longer than the National
Question but "negotiated settlement".
The National

Question in Southern
Africa

more

complex than other

African countries. This is

so

much that

being

historically, belongs to
the leaders of the independence movement in Africa, who insist on the declared policies of their organisation. Is it a question of personal integrity, as we suspect, or is it radicalisation
in jail?

lei to that of the Afrikaners since the end of

the nineteenth century. The formation of
the ANC in 1913 was a culmination of these
two

factOTS. In 1913 the ANC

and South Africa. It has to be remembered

that the first

proto-nationalists in South
Africa were the Afrikaners. They actually
engaged in armed struggle against British
colonialism and economic domination.
This constituted the National

Question

among the Boers and the Britons in South
Africa and it was not resolved until 1910
when South Africa got

its formal inde-

pendence.
Thereafter, the Afrikaners enjoyed the

political rights as the English-speaking South Africans but not the same
economic power. In response to the latter,
starting from the mid 1920s, they wganised
white workers and farmers to fight for
economic rights of the Afrikaners (it

was as

much

of a proto-nationalist organisation as that of
Afrikaner nationalists. The main difference
was

less threatened

by British im-

nationalists in Zimbabwe and South

A^ca). When they got the necessary politiafter the 1924 victory by
Hertzog, they ensured their goal by persuing nationalisation policies, starting with
the ISCOR in 1927. When they had attained
full autonomy by 1948, they ruled the
country like any of the African dictators on
whom they are so fond of casting racial
slurs. Far from solving the National Quescal power

t
■

tion, this accentuated it

son

Mandela who,

the same generation as

Two

was by Afrikaner
nationalism with which it was and still is in

confrontation. In contrast, the Afrikaner
were threatened by both
imperialism and African
nationalism. This is what gave rise to what
is now commonly referred to as the "laago'

mentality"
counts

among the Afrikaners. This acfor incredible distortions they intro-

duced in South Africa, a
modem liberal democracy, in

supposedly
order to contain African nationalism. It also explains
the difficulty they are experiencing in the
breaking out of their "laarger mentality" as
win be explained.
Internal colonialism
It is worth

reiterating that the ANC was
expression of African proto-nationalism
until perhaps in 1955. Prior to 1955 it

an

limited itself to the

same

demands

as

the

same

sounds like modern African meta-

Instead, it is proto-nationalists such as Nel-

perialism than it

British

independent African states

the wisdom of insisting on the
critical article in the Freedom Charter.

curiously enough has always grown paral-

proto-nationalists

nationalists in

mation, it is now the same SACP which has
cast doubt on

discrimination was an open
invitation to African nationalism — which'
sequent racial

think that what applies to other countries
does not apply to them. Ibis piece of
chauvinism is apparent for instance, in the
distinction between proto- and meta-

African country,

same

South Africans of either colour are inclined
to

an

Africans in the 1910 constitution and sub-

is that it

Politically, economically, and racially.
South Africa is

South Africa

irrespective of what the white settlers
thought then and now, the exclusion of the

same question were in- augurated. The
problem is that, whereas the S ACP was instrumental in bringing about the transfer-

other

independence movements elsewhere
was given even greater
credence by the theory, touted by the South
African Communist Party (SACP), that
in Africa. This

South Africa

was a case

of "colonialism of

special type". Whether or not the ANC
proto-nationalists ever todc this highfalution nonsense seriously is totally unclear
(perhaps, deliberately so). For the time
being, suffice it to say that, whereas before
1955, the ANC never raised the question of
imperialism and its local agents, in the
a

Freedom Charter it featured

as one

principle articles. Once again, this

of the

Stage Theory

As is known, individual
a

biographies are
analysis. The

poor substitute for historical

question confronting us is at what point did
the South African black liberation

.stmggle
stage? Here, I
believe, are some insights to share which to
my knowledge have never featured in discussions about the history of the liberation
movements in South Africa. Among the
enter

its meta-nationalistic

black liberation movements in South

Africa, there

can be no question that by
Unity Movement had gone furthest in articulating the negative relationship between imperialism and national
liberation in underdeveloped countries and
the role of big capital. The SACP could
have done the same but was handicapped
by its adherence to the two-stage theory of
the Soviet Union, which credited the possibility of a bourgeois democratic revolu-

1943 the

tion in ex-colonial countries, without rais-

ing the question of monopoly capitalism.
Therefore, in summary it could be said that

^

the meta-nationalist stage of
struggle
for national liberation in South Africa had
been and could have been
back

as

anticipated as far

the 1930s and 1940s. But the real

crunch did not

come

until 1957.

Splits
The year

1957 coincided with a series of

splits between what was referred to as

was at

"reactionaries" and "radicals" in all the

the insistence of one of the members of the

major Southern African liberation move-

SACP who is now discredited. This marked
the end of the

proto-nationalist conception
and the National Question on the part of the
ANC. Meta-nationalist conceptions of the

ments.

the

Of course the best known of these is

split in the ANC which led to the for-

mation of the PAC in 1959. The issue was
who

are

Africans. A substantial section of
Sapem October, 1990
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the

generation of black
objected to being dominated by
non-Africans, especially whites SACPand
Congress alliance. As is shown by what became a PAC slogan, Ama-Africa Poqo
(bona fide African only), they insisted on
black nationalism as against the multiracialism of the Congress Alliance.
younger

nationalists

the 1950s the South African government
under the leadership of Verwoed had taken

very radical steps aimed at
the blacks once and for all.

dispossessing

Among^ese

Whatever has been

be mentioned Bantu Authorities
(1951), Bantu education (1954), Bantu colleges (1959) (under the separate University
Act (1958)), and Bantu self-rule (1959) —
leading to the creation of Bantustans. It is

of the matter.

obvious that such

said, this was the cmx
In the meantime, a split had

developed within the S ACP between those
who favoured a mdre radical approach, emphasising on the conflict between capital
and labour as being basic to the South
African struggle, and those who advocated
a more liberal approach so as to win the
support of the white liberals in South

may

radical turn in South

a

African

politics demanded an intensificaof the struggle against apartheid. The

tion
PAC

saw

the confrontation between black

and white in South Africa as both necessary
and inevitable. The ANC

Democrats (COD

thought that
popularisation between black and white in
South Africa was both und^irable and
detrimental to the liberation struggle and,
hence, it adopted the policy of "multiracialism”. One faction of the Unity Move-

for the banned

ment and some elements

Africa. In fact, this is the role which had
been

assigned to the Congress of
— an alternative name

SACP)Joy the ANC after

1955.

in SACP belieyed

that the government onslaught on

The third

major split occurred in the
Unity Movement. Basically, the issue was
whether the organisation was going to stick
to a'^ourgeois interpretation of its
programme or shift to a more socialist interpretation as workers and peasants gained
in consciousness. No agreement could be
reached and the movement remained

the black
workers-and peasants marked the end of
bourgeois politics. The official leadership
of the Unity Movement disagreed and asserted the inevitability of bourgeois
programmes in a national dembcratic
revolution.

Finally,

I
a

significant section of the

fighting camps. Finally, of
all things, the next big split occurred within

peasantry saw the creations of Bantustans
as an invitation to ”self-strangulation"

the peasant movement

(umasizikrwitshe), as they so aptly called it

divided into two

in South Africa.

Under tremendous pressure from the South
African government to support its Bantus-

policies, large sections of the peasantry
rebelled. This covered large areas such as
tan

Thembuland, Pondoland and Sekhukhuland. In these three areas the peasants ac-

tually took

up arms and retreated to the
mountains. A permanent state of emergen-

declared and the South African
there for
years. Among those involved in these Struggles were some well-known chiefs who,
with their people, remained within the national liberation struggle and refused totally to be part of the Bantustan fraud. The significance of this point will come out later.
cy was

troops were sent in and stayed

Confrontation
The historical

have gone

they

were

reflected

a

implications of these splits
unstudied. Yet, it is clear that
not purely coincidental. They
certain kind of cross-roads. In

Sapem October, 1990

The

peasanjs fought against it.
generation advocated

The younger
more

a

militant form of meta-nationalism,

whereas the older leadership retreated into
positions which were reminiscent of the
proto-nationalism of the independence
movement in Africa. They clearly favoured
reformist policies which were consistent
with a bourgeois national democratic
revolution. It is this wing of the South

African liberation

movement

which has

proved strongest organisationally and more
stable politically. They are, therefore, in the
most

favourable

new

be done

successfully, without

alliances, if

our

movements went

exile there had been

a

rounded the

question of "negotiated settle-

ment" in South Africa. Our
was

whether

or

not

concern

then

there would be

a

negotiated settlement. PAC and the New
Unity Movement had rejected the idea as a
non-starter, whereas the ANC treated it as
a

given political fact and started preparing

itself for the eventuality.

It would seem now
that de Klerk’s government, the ANC, PAC
and the New

Unity Movement took too
granted in their preconceived
positions. Too much credit was given to the
official positions, without much comment
on what political forces each group relied
on to realise its political objectives. The
talks about a "negotiated" settlement in
much for

South Africa could fail not because of de

Klerk’s government, the

ANC or the PAC
beyond their
control. If this were to happen. South Africa
would be plunged into the worst political

but because of other factors

chaos it has

Since neither de

ever seen.

Klerk’s government, nor the ANC could
survive such a political ^t^back. A serious

political choice has to be made to advert to
the worst possible outcome.
As would be readily

appreciated, the NaQuestion does not refer to any single
party programme or class. It refers to the
common disabilities of the oppressed
people, irrespective of the methods they
might use to liberate themselves. At the
same time, by developing a clear conceptional

tion of what

are

the

people’s common dis-

abilities, it ipso facto defines the enemy of
the pec^le. This is not to be viewed because, as we have explained, people form
or

break alliances

according to prevailing

historical circumstances.
New democratic alliances

Towards the end of the 1950s old allian-

this
any

ment.

thesis is correct that

before the liberation

this year, I had used the same title. This was
meant to reflect the uncertainty which sur-

broke down in the wake of rampant
reaction by the then South African govern-

position to negotiate with

the South African government. But
cannot

Negotiated Settlement
In an unpublished article, written in April

into

disintegration of the
old alliance starting from 1957 onwards.

ces

This breakdown

sated for by
ces

was not

compen-

the formation of the new allian-

because the liberation movements

forced thereafter into exile where

were

they got

internationalised and initiated into the

7

ludicrous idea of "sole
their country.

representative" of
In contrast, the modus
operandi of the people inside the country

of meta-nationalism by 1955. If so, then the
prospects for agreeing on a minimum
programme of demands exist. I can think of

since the 1970s has been to form alliances.

two

The liberation movements refused to

recognise these in their own right but, instead, wanted to incorporate them into their
own monolithic and staid structures. They
do not seem to have given up their arrogance since they returned from exile. Yet,
there is a desperate need for forging new alliances with the intention of founding a new
democratic national alliance. It is

quite apparent that Mr de Klerk’s Strategy is to take
the black organisations piece-meal. This
has been facilitated by the "sole representative" mentality which the liberation
movements acquired fi'om abroad.
The basis
But
new

then, what would be the basis for the

democratic alliance? The movements

having gone through a number of ideological splits. It had already been acknowledged that even what we called the reformist wing of the national movement in
South Africa had already reached the stage
8

basic demands to which no black South

African could

object to and which would
These are:
one person one vote or majority-rule,
which is an established bourgeois right;
end to exploitation of blacks by whites
and to unequal distribution of resources

suffice at the present juncture.
•

^

ideological ploy to achieve ends which
have nothing to do with it. In addition, I
suggested that the origins of this ideology
were colonial. It is interesting to note that
twenty years later the situation has not
changed much. Since what is called "factional fights" erupted in South Africa, the
press in the imperialist countries like
Britain and the United States has chosen to
construe

this

as

"tribal violence". They

between the two. If the Afiikaner meta-

have done this, without

nationalists of

yesterday fail to appreciate this, then there would be hardly
any grounds for negotiations, as some
suspect. Also, it would in all probability
signal the end of the road for everybody,
including Mr de Klerk and his party. But

respect to‘local journalists who have in
their interviews with the international news

if the democratic national alliance had

tion when he realised how

engrained

been consolidated in the

the stereo-type in the mind
ces. To them he sounded

of his audien-

meantime, the

Africans would at least

be able to

networks such

as

paying

any

due

the BBC and the CBS

tried to correct the distorted
In his recent

overseas

Desmond Tutu could

image.
trip Arch-bishop

scream

with frustra-

as

if he

was
was

excuses for his primitive fellow
Africans. Yet, it seems that as more trans-

defend themselves, while preparing for
the long march, which awaits many in

making

the

formations occur in the Third World it is the

region.

Factional

fights:

an

ideological ploy

Some twenty years ago I wrote an article
entitled "The Ideology of Tribalism". The
essence

African

of my argument was that in modem

politics "tribalism" is used

as an

civilised who have to be liberated from
their

primitive thoughts.
Bantustan leaders

The present

conflict between UDF and
developed within the

Inkatha in Natal has
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cultural and

linguistic group for
pertain to national politics.
First of all, UDF supporters do not accept
the policy of Bantustans. Secondly, they
objected to Gatsha Buthelezi’s policies
which are aimed at undermining national
liberation movements, specifically the
ANC. Thirdly, it should be remembered
that, while the UDF supporters might be
drawn from the young and educated
generation, there are sections of the
peasantry in Natal who never accepted the
same

reasons

'

that

idea of Bantustans. Therefore, while Inkatha

might be Zulu, Buthelezi does not
Zulu-speakers but only a cer-

represent all

tain fraction of them, as all the Bantustan
leaders did from the

beginning. As regards

the factional interests which the Bantustan
leaders represent, two
•

things could be said:

they are not "tribal" but thoroughly jjetitbourgeois; and
are serviceable to the apartheid regime.

•

Now that the future of the latter is on the

balance, there is

a

fierce jogging for

positions outside the context of Bantustans, which are in any case doomed.
In Buthelezi’s

case

the Bantustans takes

the contest outside

us to

the Rand where

there have been

unprecedented "factional
killings" between his Inkatha and the ANC.

demned Bantustans. However, When the

ANC

liberation movements

Buthelezi is indicative.

met to

problem of violence, Inkatha

discuss the
was not

in-

is neither

a

liberation movement

people’s organisation.

The distinction is

a

critical

one

but not

have been able to carry

the battle to the Rand,

let alone sustaining
long in Natal. Buthelezi, the supposed "Iribalist", is in collusion with the
for

so

white fascists in

political

an

space not

endeavour to create

for Kwa-Zulu but for

himself. His white supporters see no contradiction in this because their main concem

is

to

abort the national democratic

the South African situation white

level of

supremacists and black organisations and
leaders are evidently enemies of the people

tion

who seek national liberation and

stitute for this. It is observable that

even

democracy. Therefore, any alliance with
them is unacceptable, which had always

successful

UDF

any unnecessary

in

a

Buthelezi? Buthelezi

and has

a

definite interest

getting out of the fowl-run of Bantustans.

He has

already made a distinction between

himself

as

the head of Kwa-Zulu and

leader of Inkatha.

as

Naturally, under the

changing conditions in South Africa political organisations count more than the con-
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organisation, discipline and direcabsolute necessity. Therefore,
loosely organised groups cannot be a subare an

mass movements

such

and MDM in South Africa

as

to

solidators because of the looseness of their

is

When we turn
acceptable alliances, problems emerge It
pertinent to state that as far as the South

African liberation

movements are con-

cemed, this problem has not been resolved
since 1957. Therefore, any calls for unity
take

cognisance of the fact that
ideological differences and class conflicts
must

exists within the national liberation. That is
say

they cannot be handled.

This raises another important and related

this be

seen as an

exercise in "democratic

pluralism". It is inevitable that at a certain
historical juncture some groups would be
more

at

influential than others. For instance,

the present

juncture the would-be

socialists in South Africa

are

less influen-

straight forward petit-bourgeois

in favour of the latter,

they themselves

are

serious

This weakens their executive

structures.

which is very important In other

power,

words, it is one thing to be a pressure group
and another to be

This is

one

a

political organisation.

of the issues that has still to be

studied in relation to the

principle of a national democratic front Otherwise, mass
easily be ursuped or abused
by political organisations.
movements can

nationalists. But then, while the dice is cast

about

this concept the people reserve the right to
form their own organisations and enjoy as

and the tri-cameral stooges.

they

score

government and party structures. Under

having
problems with this. While they are
excellent mobilisers, they are poor con-

been the attitude towards Bantustan leaders

tial than

care

pluralism" which is
currently in vogue. "Democratic pluralism"
is basically a reaction against monolithic

much autonomy as possible. As such, it is
more social than political. In politics a high

easy to

overcome

revolution. When this is done what would

knows the

making a distinction between the national democratic al-

establish. The best way to
difficulties
would be to link it directly to the National
Question which determines who the
"people" are and who are their enemies. In
always

question, that of democracy. In approaching the question of a new national alliance,
no single party can hope to impose its views
on others. The basis for cooperation must
be arrived at democratically. Nor should

never

Democratic Pluralism

liance and "democratic

Class Conflicts

blackmail the ANC, a fact Mandela is acInkatha could

by Gatsha

I have been careful in

nor a

not to

tually aware of. But on its own Buthelezi’s

be blackmailed

vited. Mandela had remarked that Inkatha

recognition in the impending
"negotiations" Buthelezi is willing to

In his bid for

can

are

weaker, without the support of all progres-

The
In

problem

conclusion, it

can

be said that the

problem of the South African national
liberation

flict"

or

movement

"tribalism",

is not "factional

as western

con-

ideologists

would like the world to believe.

Properly

understood, it is firstly, lack of consensus
or

coherence

on

the National Question

under the present

conditions in South
Africa; secondly, absence or lack of
popular national democratic alliance; and

finally, confusion between political
democracy and "democratic pluralism". It
will take far-sighted leaders to come to
terms with some of these problems. In this
sense

South Africa is not at cross-roads

sive groups in society. The complaint that
de Klerk’s government is trying to "weaken

simply because of the proposed talks be-

the ANC" could also be seen

but

of the absence

lack of

as a

reflection

strong national
democratic alliance. Also, the fact that the
or

a

tween

the ANC and de Klerk’s government

more

leaders

disturbingly because the black

are at

issue of a

sixes and

sevens over

the

"negotiated settlement" .□
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Violent Waves of Revolution
Boy Masaka (African National Congress)

T

HE old order changeth, yielding
place to new. This really is what is

unfolding in front of our eyes in
today. To put it yet in other
words; the ship is on course hut there are
violent waves rocking it.
At times, like now, they are so violent as
to make one fear capsising. This naturally
necessitates unusual skills of manoeuvring
on the part of those steering. Will it reach
South Africa

'

corned

question. To them,
it would seem, it is more of a question of
hammering out the answer to the question,

Perhaps to soothe its

the world feted him like

The Release of Nelson Mandela
Two landmarks stand out in the

body
politic of South Africa. It is the parliamentary speech of President F.W de Klerk in
which he announced the lifting of the ban
on political organisations and challenged
them to

come

forward to discuss the future

of South Africa. He went on, two weeks

later, to release the grand old man of South
Africa, Nelson Mandela. Before then, in

August 1989, Mandela’s close colleagues
in the leadership of the African National
Congress (ANC); Walter Sisulu, Raymond
Mhlaba, Andrew Mlangeni and others had
been released unconditionally after serving
27 years in jail. Mandela’s release was wel-

imprisoned at
conscience,
king. Within no

own

a

time, he had travelled the whole world

brushing shoulders with world leaders.
Throughout his tours and consultations his
message was unequivocal: Isolate South
Africa, Do not let down on SANCTIONS.
Groote Schuur And

not the

how it will?

some

that he should not have been
all.

its destination? To those who are direct par-

ticipants, that is

by the whole world. In

quarters it was conveniently overlooked

Meanwhile

things

were

Beyond
moving. After

initially creating the impression of being
caught napping, the various sectors in the
South African drama sluggishly swung to
action. The National Executive Committee

militant

dent, constituted an internal leadership core
in South Africa under Walter Sisulu, took

day. Brutalising of people resorting to
rough fwins of justice. The necklace is the
burning to death of suspected police informers by using a tyre slung around the

the decision to

move its headquarters from
Johannesburg and fixed the date
fcff its policy making national conference

Lusaka to

for December 16,1990 in South Africa. It
was further decided to meet the government of South

ingful negotiations. Indeed the days of
rhetoric were receding. In due course representatives of the world’s most disparate
political groupings met on May 2, 1990 to
find ways of bridging the disparity. The
venue was the opulent Groote Schuur,
residence of South Africa’s prime ministers. The meeting was in many ways hissevere

attacks from all

of groups. The government was accused by right wing elements as having
sorts

sold out the interests of the whites. The

ANC likewise

accused of

selling out
the birthright of the African. South African
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Roelof Botha,
defended his government’s action of the
2nd

ture
at

was no

other course to follow. The fu-

of what he calls the white nation

stake.

the

grand old

of South Africa

man

and still is at stake. Ever
was

in

grip of a serious political crisis, in the
meaning of the word. Investors were

exact
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was

since the mid-1980s South Africa
the

was

Indeed, the future of everybody in

South Africa
—

was

February and offer. He maintains that

there

mass

actions

were

the order of the

neck.

Ungovernable, Unworkable and Total

Onslaught

Africa to pave way for mean-

toric. It came under

Nelson Mandela

pulling out, strikes, consumer boycotts and

of the ANC elected Mandela Deputy Presi-

As ANC

president Oliver Tambo would
South Africa was being rendered ungovernable and apartheid unworkable.
General Magnus Malan, South African
put it.

Defence Minister would describe it
total

as a

onslaught

However, other forces much

more

powerful than the immediate adversaries
felt that enough was enough. Britain dispatched her Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey
Howe to Southern Afiica. His mission

was

to the leaders of the region his
government’s position on the described
resolution of the region’s problems. This
was put as a preference for a negotiated setdement The writing was on the wall. The
super-powers were suddenly finding common positions on the resolution of regional
to convey

conflicts.
Leaders of the ANC, mindful of the im-

plications of this changed state of affairs,
came to the conclusion that their position
on any talks aimed at ending apartheid
should be worked out.
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In

this, as they always emphasise in
private and in public, they were motivated
by certain realities. One such, was the fact
that much as the ANC might resist pressure
from

Britain, the United States and even the

Soviet Union,

they could never resist
Frontline States pressure. These were the
countries that were being bombed regularly in the name of anti-terrorism. There was,
therefore, serious moral issues at stake. It is

important to underline this as there
are, to quote President Mugabe of Zimbabwe, "discordant voices against talks
with the South African government".
very

>

The Pretoria Minute

On

August 6, a five man ANC delegation
led by Nelson Mandela met government
representatives led by F. W. de Klerk. They
talked and argued for 15 hours. The result
of those talks

were a

of political

prisoners; the phased return of
exiles: the promise by the government to
look into repressive legislation. On its side,
the ANC undertook to suspend armed actions. While retaining the right to defend itforce should the need

arise.
The wheel had turned
son

a

full circle. Nel-

Mandela, the first commander-in-chief

of the ANC

military wing led the ANC
a meeting that in part closed

delegation to
the chapter of armed confrontation, at least

”cultural and liberation movement"
into a conventional political party
seeking nation-wide support. With
that change, Inkatha began a recruitment drive beyond its home base of
Natal. The relaunching began on
July 14. Eight days later, the first
eruption of violence occurred in
Transvaal province where 29 people
were

is still continuing and there
is mounting evidence of security force collusion. There are also reports that the
violence is no longer an Inkatha-ANC conflict. It is alleged that black people speaking no known South African language but
Portuguese have appeared in the picture.
Their professionalism as displayed in their
manner of operation betrays the fact that
they are not highly trained killers. Nelson
Mandela puts it succinctly:
What is

happening now is
the activities of Renamo
Africa.
The historical parallel

evident Just when SWAPO

of them

to

was

accept the Western prpposal for a

philosopher/poet once remarked: "man errs
long as he aspires". This should be borne
in mind when appraising the criticism

negotiated settlement. South African forces
struck. They massacred Namibian refugees
many of them women and children, killing
over 600 and wounding over 400. This was
the infamous Kassinga massacre of May 4

levelled against

1978. The idea

a

dead horse. And,

as

one

as

those involved in the talks.
The most significant reaction to the challenges of the new South Africa in the
making has been the intense political
violence that is sweeping throughout the
country. Different people interpret it in different ways. But, one thing is certain, the
violence is designed to torpedo the current
dialogue in the country. Writing for the

Sapem

October. 1990

was to

resolution.
In South Africa,

by killing the natural
constituency of the ANC, it is hoped that
the latter will pull out of the talks and thus

"give

us arms,

give

us

arms".
Nelson Mandela reported
OAU ad hoc Committee
Africa which
What is

between
It is

met

in

it thus to the
on

Southern

Kampala:

happening is not just a fight
two

a matter

political organisations.
where certain elements

make it

impossible for the
of the peace process
that has been launched. Although De
Klerk did not spell it out in the manner in which I put it, he, nevertheless,
condemned the way in which the
South African police are trained and
their conduct in dealing with the
crowds. What is disturbing is the
failure of the government to deal with
want to

continuation

the situation.

force SWAPO to'

adopt a hardline position against any political settlement. However, political wisdom
prevented and on September 28, 1978
SWAPO accepted the terms of the relevant

in South Africa, they are met by

the irresistible call

about to

nobody

flogs

leaders go

with Namibia is

should not. Indeed,

some

it is not without its effects. When ANC

to South

be dis-

missed

country to the dark days of

Crude and primitive though this tactic is,

extend

can

some

Tambo, ANC President.

spiralling violence.

Violence

The

praises and virulent attacks fol-

Apartheid is unworkable — Oliver

return the

killed.

in paper.
lowed. While

A

changes and counter-charabout who is at fault, one thing
stands out: The extension of the conflict between Inkatha and the ANC
beyond Natal’s border date from
Inkatha’s transformationfrom a Zulu
ges

The carnage

Central to this agreement was the release

resort to

Amid the

document called the

Pretoria Minute.

self and

Washington Post a South African journalist
Sparks observes:

Allister

There is
One

no use

in

predicting the future.

thing stands out clearly:

we are

wit-

nessingthebuthofanewSouth Africa. For
midwives to perform their duties

a

lot

of

expertise is called for. The birth pangs
should not divert them. How and when they
manage is anybody’s guess.D
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Violence And
Jurie

T

quest for a new, democratic

and non-racial South Africa has
reached

Africa’s leaders

a

ing between Mandela and Buthelezi

—

all its leaders

—

will

come

the country.

Amid cries of anguish, agony

and anger,
townships surrounding Johannesburg are drowning in blood as fighting
between rival groups continued almost unabated. In August and September, the death
toll rose every day for six weeks. In midSeptember, the death toll in nine of
Johannesburg’s townships stood at more
the Black

than 740.

as a

The

question has to be answered,
however, before any meeting between the
two leaders can take place: was the
violence which started in early August in
the Johannesburg townships not unleashed
to further a specific political agenda, and is
the emphasis on a meeting between Mandela and Buthelezi not simply a matter of
political expediency to further this agenda?
It is hardly coincidental that the township
wars erupted as the unfolding political
processes set in motion with the unbanning
munist Party

This senseless violence resulted in both

(SACP) moved into

a

crucial

and decisive stage.
For 30 years,

F. W. de Klerk

both these organisations
operating openly in
South Africa, and this left the field open for

violence

the Zulu tribal Inkatha movement to cam-

African National

Congress (ANC) deputy

President, Nelson Mandela, and President

initiated

admitting that the wave of
threatening the peace process
by the ANC through the Harare

was

Declaration issued in 1989. Both leaders
know that the violence threatens

a

negotiated settlement of South Africa’s
political crisis, but at the same time, the
murderous strife underlines the imptxtance
the start of negotiations as the only longterm

Most

analysts have simplistically

characterised the

township conflict as
primarily ethnic in nature, between Zulur
and Xhosa-speaking groups. Coupled to
this analysis have been calls, simply echoing those made by Inkatha Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi of the Zulus and Presiwill continue unless Mr Mandela and Buthelezi

dent De Klerk, that the massacres

meet

had been banned from

paign for suppwt amongst the country’s
population. However, the unbanning
of the ANC and the SACP on February 2
this year brought home a formidable political alliance, which, according to recent
opinion polls, have the majority of support
black

face to face. Initial statements by hos-

tel dwellers in several

townships, which

suggested that they were not involved in an
ethnic war but were defending their (Zulu)
nation, soon gave way to calls for a meet¬

The Muzorewa Of SA Politics

groomed by both
regime and Western govern-

Fot Buthelezi, a man
the Pretoria

ments to be

the ‘Muzorewa’ of South

African

politics, the ANC/SACP alliance
represents a threat to his future political
dreams. There

are even

that big business — particularly the massive Anglo-American Corporation — is backing the current township
part of a pre-planned conspiracy,
involving Pretoria and Inkatha, to
force a meeting between Mandela and
wars as

also

Buthelezi. This would enable Buthelezi to

conditions for peace to Mandela:
drop its policy of

that the ANC should
12

those inside the

country who say

put two

well

as

against

the call for

an

con-

economic bat-

Big business has everything to lose
should an ANC government come to power

in South Africa because the billions of dollars stuck into their back
many years
be used to

pockets for so
under apartheid rule could then
better the utterly poor socio-

economic situation of millions of black

people in the country instead. This kind of
reasoning certainly promoted the De Beers
Diamond Company to set up its head office
in Switzerland rather than to keep it in
South Africa any longer.
Whatever the situation may be, the ANC
has after 30 years of armed struggle
decided to give negotiations a chance. On
August 6, 1990, the ANC declared that it
had suspended the armed struggle, thus
paving the way for real constitutional
negotiations to start. From all points of
view, whatever would be written in the new
South African Constitution would hold im-

significance for the shape of the new
only logical that all
parties proceed to the negotiation table with
a political position as strong as possible.
mense

South Afiica. And it is

Struggle For Political Power

behind them.

solution to the conflict

as

tered South Africa.

Specific Political Agenda

of the ANC and the South African ComSenseless Violence

nationalisation

tinned sanctions

solution.

crossroad and South

together urgently to discuss
way out of the current crisis facing

have to

the

der Walt

van

HE

Negotiations

An immense struggle for political power
currently taking place in South Africa —
and all ways and means will be used to win
the hearts and minds of the majority of
people in the country. It has long been
known that the ruling National Party has in
Buthelezi an important political ally. Given
the strength of the white right-wing — and
its increasing militancy — the National
Party would find it difficult to gather a
majority from its traditional constituency
behind itself. In July, the Inkatha Zulu

is

movement

transferred itself into the In-

katha Freedom
to

all

races.

Party, thus opening its ranks
was followed barely a

This

month later by

the National Party also startSapem October. 1990
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Ethinic revival

or

power

politics — Chief Zwelethini of KwaZulu (second from left) and Chief Buthelezi (right) celebrate
Shaka Day.

ing to take steps to open its ranks to all
population groups. The table is now set for
the forming of an alliance between the NP

the SACP.

Again, Buthelezi is being used

South Africa and the rest of the world.

The Zulu people have been
known throughout history as good and
fierce warriors, and this has again been
proved during the township wars — the
Zulus have the upper-hand over its mainly
ANC-supf)orting rivals. This brings us back
to the Buthelezi/Mandela meeting and the
two conditions for peace: should Mandela
fail to comply to the two conditions, the war

While this process

will continue.

and Inkatha.

These
the

‘emergency measures’ to retain
political power in South Africa in the

hands of so-called ‘moderate’ forces, ob-

viously has the support of Western governments and of both the financial powers in

to

is continuing, a

way

has

as

a

pawn.

As far as the ANC is concerned, the des-

be found to elevate Buthelezi’s declining

tabilisation

base, the Natal Province. Buthelezi must be

the form

a

national leader, or at least that im-

pression must be projected, in order for him
to broaden his constituency. Inkatha has

to

campaign, which has taken on
of township civil war, is planned

achieve

create a

mainly two goals. Firstly, to

situation in which Inkatha and

Buthelezi could be

made it clear that it would not be excluded

from any

political

process.

However, while the process of elevating
Buthelezi and Inkatha is being carried out,
the Pretoria regime must at the same time
diminish the support

base of the ANC and

These

repressive measures were intro"Operation Iron Fist" on September 17. It took the form of giving the police
all the weapons necessary to act against socalled trouble-makers in the townships, ineluding mounted machine guns on patrol
vehicles. A leading political analyst and
strategist. Dr Jan du Plessis, pointed out
that the attacks taking place in Black
townships resembled "textbook terrorism
in its most refined form"
thus implying
duced

as

—

popularity outside his traditional support
made

Operation Iron fist

seen as

controlling the

townships. Secondly, to provoke a mass
backlash among

Blacks and Whites, in sup-

repressive measures by the
government in order to assist Inkatha in
fighting the ANC.
port of strong

that well-trained forces

behind the

township wars.The belief expressed that
the scale of the slaughter in the townships
is beginning to jeopardise a negotiated setdement in South Africa is true. One must

dismay at the fact that so many
lives have been sacrificed in the quest for

express

political power. When it will end is still
open

an

question.n

Jurie
News
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I

Behind The
Gilbert Mokoena

A

—

Township Carnage
Black Consciousness Movement ofAzania

LTHOUGH the white settler-

who assaulted others within these com-

colonialist who rule Azania

munities. Thus it became clear to many

started arriving

for long-term set-

criminals, and to the community as a

three hundred years ago,

whole, that acting violently against each

tiement

over

they only took complete control of the

other

country with the incorporation of the

Sometimes

Kingdom in 1898. They have thus

those who

Venda
been

ruling

over

only.

with modem

arms

and the Africans with

and missiles were quickly
defeated. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Over and over, superior numbers and
their spears

capable military leadership saw the whites
defeated in many

battles. They would then
negotiate or seek the intervention of the
Christian missionaries who played a crucial
role in the destruction of many indigenous
societies in Africa and in the other continents of the South. The settler-colonialists
thus learnt that Africans

were

tough adver-

saries, and that to keep them subdued in
their

own

country would need the most

of force, and the most devious
manipulation.
This is the background against which
violence in Azania during the 20th century
savage use

should be viewed. The white Union of
South Africa, its various former
and "Boer

colonies

republics", endeavoured at all

times to harass and brutalise African com-

munities, and the indentured Asian labour

they enslaved that their authority was enforced through fear. The settler-colonial
state

14

in all its forms, particularly

the present

law.

police officers would instigate

sailants. In addition, white

Their dominant

position came about
through unrelenting armed violence
against equally determined resistance from
the then self-governing African communities. Very often, the process of conquest is summarised as one where the
Dutch and British settlers simply came in

viewed seriously by the

complained to seek personal
revenge. Victims who reported rapes would
be frequently told to go and fetch the as-

ail the Black people of

Azania for 92 years

was not

authorities

sought to break the emerging solidarity
amongst the Black

working class spawned

by the industrial mining of gold and
diamonds, and the rise of the manufactur-

"republic",

h^ always sought to disrupt

and destabilise and

bully the colonised so

that it would be hard for anyone to

constructive

focus on

change. In addition, the cul-

tivation of conformists and collaborators

amongst the oppressed created a stratum of
Black

people who prospered through the

rewards from the colonial power or the mis-

sionaries. This stratum, the

co-opted

monarchy and nobility, and the early
schooled functionaries of colonialism, the
native clerks,

interpreters and clerics in-

stitutionalised the defeat of the colonised.

ing sector. In many centres, the mining
companies and the regime divided Black
communities into separate residential areas
for "Bantus", Coloureds and Indians, and
further

segregated the "Bantus" into ethnic
breaking at the mines, for

units. Strike

carried out by isolating
compounds from each other and forcing
one group of workers to go to work while
many years, was

others

were on

strike. Also, management

would induce scabs and vigilantes from one

language group ta raid the compounds or
language group when

hostels of a different

strikes

were

in progress.

The white colonial state visited these and
Institutional and Direct State Violence
in Peacetime

The state’s instruments of force and the

physical separation of the privileged
colonial minority from the colonised
people of colour enforced a situation where
it was easier for frustrated, desperate and
Black people to act violently towards
other than to even think of venting

angry
each

their anger at

of their paint and
misery. Police in the segregated residential
areas occupied by Black people made very
the

many other forms of violence on the Black
community. Forced removals from their
homes, artificial impoverishment,

transplantation of entire communities to
deprivation of
education and services and disruption of
disease-infested areas,

family life are just some of the actions
white South Africa inflicted on the con-

quered Black population.

source

little effort to follow up

violent offenders

Armed

Struggle

Several campaigns were mounted by

the

oppressed to try and either change or improve

their circumstances. Most of these
Sapem October, 1990

peaceful. At all times the regime
display, or more

provoke large numbers of other armed
Black adversaries single-handed, would be

grey areas of the economy,

reacted either with the

often, the use of force. One of the most bru-

reduced to grovelling supplicants at the

were seen as

tal and unwarranted of these was the disper-

sight of a single one-year-old white police

ful targets

sal of

recruit with snot up his nose,

things.

were

Independent African Jehovist

an

denomination called the Israelites, and led

This

was one

of the first

areas

Movement (BCM) from its founding. Steve

this settle-

Tshenkeng, Nchaupe Mokoape and all the

police and
ment

descended

army

on

and massacred 163 members of the

church. Other atrocities

against Black

miners and other groups went on

for
Sharpeville massacre of
March 1960. This massacre gained the
South African regime world-wide notoriety
because open colonial rule was getting old-

were

attacked by the Black Consciousness

Biko, Vuyelwa Mashalaba, Drake
other

early activists and theoreticians of the

BCM put a very high premium bn asserting

the worth of Black people, on the role of

decades until the

fashioned and the

imperialist investments like

other event

in^the country’s history. Thus

no

came

the

era

when modem Black

the

population was, by and large,
reduced to cowering fear of both the state
and the white person in the street During
political lull that followed, violence

community continued

un-

checked. The combination of the enhanced
fear of whites and the mood of helplessness
of the Black

community reinforced the

view that Black life
Black
street

was

people counted for nothing. Daring

Sapem October, 1990
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cheap and that

fighters who would take

done. He

was

on or even

migrant

instruct the

of an

exposed it

overseas

on

the

radio service.

Similar incidents

happened elsewhere, but
community was able to move
quickly and break up these diversions.
Even during the period when the so-called
the Black

Mosibudi

Mangena — Chairman of

of Johnson

Black

as a

houses and saw

Witdoekke vigilantes under

struggle was effectively broken. The

within the Black

disguised

police and migrant workers to at-

programmes

Azania

by 1965, the back of these attempts at

the

Representative Council. Rand

police hand out the weapons with which

this

Stirrings of
Revolutionary Violence

against the Black population were such that

the in-

by police in plain

tack the residents of nearby

the Black Consciousness Movement of

intensity of the reprisals

was

(or stay-away) called by the Soweto

"Bantu"

State Reaction to

armed

townships. The first of these

officer in charge of the exercise

mentioned for the fact that it carried out the

The scale and

migrant workers in

the hostels and the settled residents of the

worker, in overalls heard the white police

(PAC) and the African
Congress (ANC). ARM is only
other sig-

violence between the

entered the hostel

(ARM), the Pan-

no

16,1976, attempts

by the regime to instigate

Daily Mail journalist Nat Serache, who

Africanist Congress

sabotage. It made

made

were

Students’

political

nificant contribution after that.

other pupils around June

strike

struggle. Pre-planned attacks
against either the persons or the symbols of
white rule were carried out by the African

first act of

shooting of Hector Zolile Peterson and

clothes to try and break the second political

armed

National

During the conflict that followed the

tel in Soweto reinforced

organisations declared and attempted

Resistance Movement

Instigation

stigation of residents of Mzimhlophe Hos-

subsequent unrest

weakened the

being potentially more fruitfor "repossession" of material

which

by one Enoch I Igijima from their passover
celebration site at Ntab’elanga, near
Komani (Queenstown). In May 1921, the

tended to switch

their activities towards the colonisers who

fear in South African
need to break the

the Black

society and

as

the

cycle of violence within

community. Later,

tivists such

on

waves

of ac-

Rubin Hare in the Bosmont-

Corronationville

areas

around Johannes-

dement near Cape Town,

the white men and
foreign media kept referring to as accompanying the vigilantes, and assisting
the

with

incendiary material in burning the

shacks

sington-Lavistown in the Cape Peninsula,

under the

and others around the country

who

gangers

Many of the rehabilitated

of the period served

youth organisations set
around the country.

up

on

regional

by the BCM

Others stayed in their

gangs and particularly

those involved in the

were

was

approaches to gangsters and intervened effectively in battles between quite apolitical
street gangs.

Ngxobongwane destroyed the

houses at the Old Crossroads informal set-

burg, the late Ben Louw around Kenmade direct

the leadership

South African Police officers

leadership of one officer Barnard
Ngxobongwana’s gang.

behind

Political Intolerance

The

period where the picture on
township violence got complicated was
that of the 1984-85

uprisings which broke

around the rent

boycott and the protest

out

against puppet local authorities around the
Vi;al Triangle. The scale of organisation
15

was

probably the widest ever and the anger

was at its peak. Thus, when
fighting broke out, it was extremely fierce and during periods when the
control of the security forces lapsed, the
of the

people

the street

anger

of the protesters which was turned

onto

those

collaborators,

seen as

was

primeval. Thus puppet councillors, police
and informers

property set on

attacked and their

were

fire.

outbreaks of mass
mistakenly identified a
young woman, Maki Skhosana, at a funeral
for some of the victims of police shootings
In the spontaneous

anger someone

as an

informer. Maki

and set

petrol-soaked tyre
body, in front of international

alight with

around her

television service

a

cameras.

screened several times
trend

was

beaten, kicked

was

Her death

on

established for

tion

was

SATV, and

similarly

crowds around the country.

was

a

angry

No organisa-

responsible for this gruesome

atrocity.
of the brutalised

youths in the
Black townships glamourised the
phenomenon, certain individuals and representatives of some components of the
liberation movement felt obliged to be seen
As

to

some

endorse and justify

with

the burning ofpeople

peu-ol and tyres. They failed to iden-

tity the utter revulsion of the vast majority
of Black people to this descent into barbarism. Instead, they joined the trend
whereby people who had personal grudges
were settling scores by instigating the
youths to bum those with whom they had

grudges by labelling them informers. Organisations trying to muscle each other out
of areas where they sought dominance
bribed and

instigated gangs of youths to

bum activists from other

organisations

claiming they were councillors or informers.

combatants who must either capture or execute

them in

as

painless

a way as

is

pos-

sible.
Failure To
The failure

Stop Brutalisation

by sections of the liberation

movement to rebuke the brutalisation

of the

youth to the point where they could call the
tmssing and burning of a screaming and
writhing human being, "necklacing", lost
the revolution cmcial mwal grounds. Many
outside the country who equivocated about
these burnings have never heard the scream
of another person

action against them.
community was not sure how to react
to bullying and other acts of hooliganism
carried out by people who invoked the
names of great leaders and wore the colours
of their organisations. The people, having
overcome the fear of either provoking, or
fighting their main enemy, were disillusioned and demoralised by the degeneraowned them, nor took

The

tion of the

struggle. Many sought safety in
struggle.

withdrawal from the

The Self-Inflicted Part Of Our Problem

During the period from early August,

tied up with wires and

dying one of the most painful deaths imaginable. Their own children have not, and
never will be part of the spectators of 11 - or

when violence in the Vaal

12-year-olds, who dance and chant "Ken-

ing in six months, the main perpetrators of
violence have been the agents of the state.

tucky Fried Chicken", while another person
burns. These same children then spend
months

screaming in their sleep while they
from the

around

in six weeks than did the June 1976

What has complicated

the two organisations seen as

carried out by

chanting crowds. The other grave loss for
the revolution was the legitimisation of the

having started the current conflict or exported it from Natal.
has cultivated in its member-

population by

Each

fighters cm- groups of
chanting youths with tyres and other cmde

of other

weapons.

pliance. When the state’s agents

exercise of terror

over

the

either armed young

Many illustrious Azanian patriots were
during this pericxl.

attacked and eliminated

one

ship the spirit of wanting to beat members
organisations into silence or com-

provocateurs carry out or

Secretary-General of the Black

participation. There was an acknow-

Electrical and Electronic Workers’ Union,

ledgement by one of the parties in the conflict after attempts by some of its activists,

National

Sipho Mngomezulu, was one of the first

Inkatha rally in Alexander

victims. Former political prisoner and June

to

1976 activist Martin Muhau, died in the

Township, and after attempts to confront

course

to

of this feud whose aim seemed to be

destroy the BCM. Port Elizabeth trade

unionist Sonwabo Ngxale

and many others
being

lost their lives while the world was

eliminating
made on
the life of the then Secretary-General cJf the

told that "the

community

was

informers". Several attempts were

Azanian

People’s Organisation (AZAPO)

prevent an

outside the Stadium

Inkatha supporters

they had held a rally in Sebokeng,
the first Phola Park clashes, that undiswhere

ciplined elements aligned to it were responsible for the outbreak. What must boggle

township resident who
has lost relatives, property, ot limb is the
failure of the Black leadership to at least
the mind of evCTy

elements to the conflict

identified those who tried to bum him and

through

justify such cmel punishment of even its
worst enemy and still retain any moral

his mother inside their house, and obtained

gesture between the

grounds to criticise the oppresser. Spys and

similar attempts,

enemy agents must be

16

identified to trained

instigate

violence, their members may be duped into

remove some of the

organisation

the picture is the expolitical thuggery

relive their brave experience away

can

no

upris-

istence of the culture of

Comrade George Wauchope. Even when he

No revolution and

Triangle and

Johannesburg, claimed more lives

a court

verdict to restrain them from further

the organisation they

identified themselves with, neither dis-

symbolical meeting, or peace
high profile leaders of
the organisations said to be at the centre of
the fracas. In the eyes of Ms and Mr
Everyday Township, the loss of stature to
a

Sapem October. 1990
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leader would be worth much less than

any

the continued

munities
to even

disruption of whole

com-

through the failure of the leaders
try and see whether their much

called for

meeting will or will not curb the
Armed To The Teeth

Some of the great
that Prince

once a

tern.

ironies of this conflict

Mangosutho Buthelezi

was

great opponent of the Bantustan sys-

He refused to

duced

join it until he

was

in-

by the exiled wing of his present op-

ponents to join it so that he could

criticise

it from within. Now other heads of Bantustans

have cosy relations with

that section of

the liberation movement which asked

Buthelezi to

participate, and he is being

pressured to disband
form.

or

Fund fca- a community-based project group
to

assist with finance. The

dertakes to evaluate the

organisation un-

long

project proposal

liberation movement, or close to it seek the

certain elements either within the

as

instigates another group to
duplicate the project. From there, they turn

enforced silence of those who do not

around and tell the group

to create

which

was

al-

ready established that their service would

mayhem will remain unlimited.

Obligations Of The Liberation

duplicate the rival project that they had
connived to set up. The

funding organisation will be cheered by those whose faction
it has backed and boosted. At another level,

their allies in the street will try to
the

same

achieve

results with less subtle methods.

Maybe with

some

petrol, for speedier

results.

Movement

The
Black

onus

is

on

the

leadership of the

community to make the reduction or

elimination of mutual brutalisation their ut-

priority. The syndrome of Black

most

people, to quote AZAPO President,
Itumeleng Mosala, forever "calling

Democratic Discourse

thugs, and to enable

the scholars kept pointing
prominent labour leaders
had joined the S ACP, and therefore all other

must

against other Black

ganisations. Those who

are

or-

Lastly, the BCM, which has

been most consistent in

During

a recent

expert amongst

that several

criticising Prince
Buthelezi, was the first to recognise that he

out

would be met to defuse the crisis.

labour unions, activists and federations

One group

should do

so.

It seemed

of people who must not get
lightly for their part in legitimising the
quest to remove certain political voices and

powerful

formations from the

cised their democratic

off

scene are

collar elements who justify or

the white

facilitate the

silencing of these formation through intellectual rationalisation and manipulation of
researches. Thus an organisation such as

to

de

survive our own

us to

liberation movement. Black

armed to the

on

Klerk" to do this or that, to save us from his

had crossed the line into the ANC. A labour

are

sing

their, tune, the scope for the settler regime

ferocious against its

struggle,

teeth, and have carried out horrendous

are most

seeks to proscribe democratic discourse. As

non-violent to

KwaZulu, which he heads

other victims.

them or not in this direction which

courage

conflicts, must stand

yet his organisation and the Bantustan of

levels of violence

The question is whether their friends do en-

conference in Harare
(August 1990), several academics from
South African tertiary institutions kept raising outside the conference chamber queries
as to why members of the BCM in exile
continued to uphold their views when certain prominent former BCM personalities

Secondly, Buthelezi has consistently

regime

Bishops’ Con-

the EEC-funded Kagiso Trust

or

abandon the plat-

condemned the violence of armed

the

ference,

and instead,

bloodshed.

are

the South African Catholic

these learned
or

quite

unnecessary

gentlemen that once

some

prominent activists have exer-

political choice, that
the rest of their former colleagues should
retain that same ri^ht This current runs
through quite a wide array of people who
may be friends of the struggle in Azania.

Black

such

us

in ridicule. The

community must not slide back into

a state

of dependency

that our own in-

itiative cannot break the

logjam which is
costing so many lives. Both on the question
of this conflict, and others which h^ve been

directly between the various sections of the
leadership

take control and assert its direction.

Lastly, the common ground which is shared
by the entire liberation movement must be

highlighted by the leadership to their constituency, so that even on the question of
negotiations, we get to understand what it
is each segment wants,

tify

our common

sence
one

and

we

again iden-

grounds. This is the

es-

of the liberation movement to present

set

of demands at the

negotiations

table.n

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the

address of the writer but

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full name and
pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters should be about three

hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare,
Zimbabwe.
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DEBATES

—

The Cult of

DEMOCRACY

—

Personality in African Politics

Peter Anyang' Nyong'o

B

OTH Khrushchev and Suslov

differed with him either in

criticised Stalin at the famous 20th

even

Party Congress of the CPSU in

confmed

1956 for
Cult
the

having established

ominous

an

mental

of Personality in Soviet politics for

was

what Khrushchev had in

mind, and per-

haps this is why the party stalwarts
found it necessary to get

rid of him and

Stalin the father of the nation, the

For Stalin sold

If

which

some

Stalinism

people lived and made

was

greater than Stalin

and the cult of personality

ing of Stalin’s
presence

name

in daily life

—

society

the intervention

18

—

money.

himself;

i.e. the deify-

and its ominous
was

which Stalinism tried to

flicts in

the

means

mystify all

by

con-

resolvable only through
of an earthly deity Stalin.

as

they could not be resolved, then the
and intervention of this earthly

nationalist

revolutionary;

was a good

insurance

real then

not

as

it looks simple, but it

it is

was

today. For Stalinism was

only typified by repression and the al-

most

complete subordination of society to

the state; it was also

public

reverence

typified by

of the

supreme

a

general

ruler, the

generalissimo — Stalin. His word was law,
his

thought the ultimate wisdom, his poetry

the most

inspiring, his heart the fountain of

justice and his mind the best interpreter of
Marxism-Leninism. Indeed, all those who

one

who was

selfless and dedicated to the cause of the nation. He

In retrospect

personality had become a
of life in Soviet politics, a means by

positive image of himthe image of a stem

masses:

deity, this Leviathan,

as

a

self to the

presence

Way of Life
The cult of

inspiring

revolutionary.

against chaos.

halt de Stalinisation.

they supported Stalin the

autocrat, but because they were endeared to

change in Soviet politics. Perhaps this is

way

against the state.

not because

fundamental

no

bound to be

political education camps or
asylums if they were not executed

As all this happened, the masses cheered,

itself, could not be gotten

rid of if there

were

or

Masses Cheered

fact, one of the major

for

like Stalinism

philosophy

to

for crimes

initiating the project of deStalinisation was to rid Soviet politics of
this menace. But the cult of personality,
reasons

military logistics

he occupied the

quarter century

helm of the state. In

in

the fearless warrior,

together
people in all their troubles, and
only diverted from the revolutionary cause
was

with his

by those deviationists, Zionists and

reac-

tionaries from the class of the intelligentsia.
Since there was, indeed, a social distance
between the

and the

intelligentsia,
and given the unintegrated character of
peasant life, there was a perfect social
milieu in which Stalin could practice his
divisionist

masses

politics and enhance his cult of

personality. The mass support that he
generated in spite of his repressive politics
Sapem October. 1990

against the middle class and the intellectual
revolutionaries who opposed

cally disarmed his

him, politi-

opponents. And since

Stalinism did notallow any autonomous or-

ganisation to challenge state power, his intellectual opponents

faced him

di viduals, not as organised social

in-

as

forces. As

such, they were, no doubt, at a disadvantage; and the more he crushed them
using state power physically and the cult of
his

personality ideologically, the

more

he

appeared to the public as the only power besocial cohesion and chaos, between

tween

national

solidarity and national disintegra-

tion.
Not
It is

Surprising

perhaps not surprising that, in an at-

tempt by many African leaders in the post-

independence period to consolidate politithey prefer to establish Stalinist
regimes to democratic ones. For

The cult of

cal power,

democracy

the dispersal of political

means

cenu-es of power,

the acceptance of

com-

petition for political leadership and the subordination of

state

power

by social

power.

In other words, the state becomes the servant

cult of personality

by it, given the social forces they represent and those they are pitted against.
The Middle Class,
Cult

Democracy and the
of Personality

Most of the middle class intellectuals

of all nationalist

political parties that fought for indewas that they were all coalitions

and seek to live and sur-

vive

of social forces, not the other way

round. The very nature

personality is very useful in primitive accumulation, corruption,
political hooliganism and gangsterism

who

were

leaders of the various

com-

individual,
whom
After

a revered rather figure around
winning coalition could be woven.
independence, as different members
a

of the coalition

now

sought to interpret in-

dependence according to their
ests, the

own

inter-

staying power of the coalition

was

put under stress, and the nationalist parties
faced

disintegration. The important

test

pendence

ponents of the nationalist coalitions did not

of diverse social forces, hence to marshal

really have any base within the forces they
led. Except for chiefs, spiritual leaders and

was

self-made businessmen, the others rode on

struggle made the claim to legitimacy even

mass

support to gain state power they were

all, in

democratic. It is the strug-

essence,

gle by the leadership within these
based

parties to gain "exclusive access" to

state power so as
row

mass-

to use this power for "nar-

goals" that led, logically, to

a con-

uadiction between the democratic character

of these

mass

parties and

establish Stalinist
the cult of

regimes

a

tendency to

woven

around

personality of a historic "father

of the nation" after
In order,

independence.

therefore, to understand how

these Stalinist

regimes arise and how the

cult of

personality is nurtured, it is

sary to

look both into the character of the

individual who
well

as
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idealisation of their roles
as

Ali Mazrui

rightly

as

says,

nurture

as

the

claims of

were very

purpose.
Revered Father

nationalist party looked for

more

other in-

historic status

to

leadership than the "uhuru

fighters" themselves. Now deprived of the
fight for uhuru

as a source

of legitimacy,

these other "traditional leaders"
with

more

posed

a

"historical status"

to

people
leadership,
or

fundamental threat

to the

nationalist leaders. They therefore resorted
to

the politics of exclusion, the

tendency to
monopolise the realm of the political or
political discourse that left no room for controversy.

It was, therefore, to be expected that al-

every

tenuous as there were many

they

and uhuru worship. They could only legitimise their role
as political leaders by their claim to be
fighters for independence. They did not
take time to develop any cohesive ideology
within the political parties which could
hold the membership within these parties.
As Tom Mboya argued, only Uhuru united
them; beyond that, nothing else gave them

most

more

dividuals with

amenable to both empwror

a common

leadership and power. An open democratic

leaders. Hence,

neces-

plays this historic role

the social forces who

the crest of ethnic sentiments and the

put on the legitimacy of political

an

In the

end, they all felt threatened by

those with historic claims or

independent
19

bases of political

leadership, be they traditional rulers, spiritual leaders or self-made
businessmen. Their attempt to curb for

cials take advantage

of this to pursue self-

ish ends in the

sonality of the single ruler. Hence the hos-

public realm in his name.
Thus the cult of personality becomes very
useful in processes of primitive accumulation, corruption, political hooliganism,
political gangsterism ... in short, the exclusivist politics that characterise most
monolithic and authoritarian regimes in

tility that the Obote government

Africa.

themselves roles of political leadership was
to

idealise "the father of the nation",

rally

realise their

own

around him, and seek to

place in history through the cult of per-

demonstrated towards the traditional rulers

Uganda, Nkrumah’s antipathy towards
traditional chiefs in Ghana and Hastings
Banda’s declaration that he was the only

of

legitimate Maravi chief in post-inde-

pendence Malawi.
The cult of

personality has been found

by the African middle class as a very con-

members

even

recognises this

when democratic forces

fascist tendency has,
principles, the in-

as a

under democratic
alienable

right to preach its ideology.

difficult to defend

Stalinism

the cult of personality

circumstances where national

true

democrat

can

in African politics. A

neither be

a

hero

wot-

in

even

when

invokes its utility

struggle for democracy in Africa,
must at the same time, be a struggle against

The

one

keeping down political diversities under
unity ought

to be

given priority. The very essence of

per-

democracy is that it should enhance diver-

sonality. Democracy respects and encourages all forms of popular organisations
whether or not they are contradictory

authoritative allocation of values. No

nor a

supplicant to cults of

sity in a quest for political legitimacy in the

political system in

market society would

a

one:

operate on the basis of political values
which advocates of exclusivist politics tend

all those
things which will promote one’s happiness
provided they do not impinge on the happiness of others. Thus, a popular organisation

justification for Stalinist
regimes. Silence is quite often assumed to
be the equivalent of consensual politics
where existence is forced on people and

which sets, as its aim, the wanton murder

"voices"

ideologically. The only principle to which
all democrats subscribe is

figure" can do no wrong, and since it is not
always known what he does and does not
sanction in the public realm, public offi¬

tion which

It is, therefore,

In most cases,

otherwise illegal act Thus, since the "father

logically, be opposed by
a popular organisapreaches the superiority of its

democratic forces. But

Struggle for Democracy

venient weapon

for political opportunism.
invoking the name of the
father of the nation js enough to legalise an

to life must,

Indefensible

The

shipper

Convenient Weapon

of others who do not deny its members right

i.e.

one

—

The Gulf Crisis

a

utilitarian

is permitted to pursue

THE GULF CRISIS

—

to

portray as the

ruthlessly

oppressed.^

—

Prospects for Peace

Donald P Chimanikire
he AAPS

T

(Zimbabwe national

Chapter) held its August Monthly
Forum on the topic: The Gulf

Crisis — Prospects for Peace.
ter

The Chap-

invited Mr Samir M. Kouttab, First

Secretary and Director of the United
States Information Service in Harare.
Mr Kouttab started off

the fact that

—

by pointing out

Iraq invaded Kuwait, oc-

cupied the tiny but sovereign and independent state, installed a pupjtet govern-

finally declared the annexation of
country. However, Mr Kouttab was

ment and

the
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quick to point out that Saddam Hussein, the
Iraq Leader, had grossly misjudged international feeling.
International

Feeling

The reaction of the world

community

showed the new quality of the post cold war

observed that even a few
could have hardly expected
such anonimity at the UN Security Council
in condemning Iraq’s aggression and the
annexation of Kuwait, and to adopt a series

period. It

was

years ago one

of sanctions against the

aggression. Fur¬

ther, even the League of Arab States despite
internal differences,

managed to condemn

Iraq’s aggression and decided to send Arab
military forces to Saudi Arabia to stop further escalation of the aggression. With a
single blow Saddam Hussein managed,
therefore, to split the fragile Arab unity,

forcing the Arab states to take opposite

positions.
Opposite Positions
Another dimension is that the

gression inflicted

a

Iraqi

ag-

blow to a new tendenSapem October, 1990

by peaceful means. This meant also that a

violating the OPEC quotas openly,
selling more oil than had been agreed to,

Third World

thus

in international life of settling conflict

cy

Third

Country could easily cause a
World war despite the absence of

East-West confrontation. With full under-

standing, the forced alliance of the PLO
with Iraq can greatly weaken its international position.
From the

that

Iraq invaded Kuwait because of some

of the
war

general discussion it jaoved

following reasons; (1) eight years of
of Iraq;

with Iran ruined the economy

(2) serious economic shcstages; (3) Kuwait
produced more oil than its quarter.

Simply put, the immediate
conflict

was

of the

that Saddam Hussein found

himself bankrupt

He

cause

from the

war

with Iran.

depended for survival on the sale of oil

and at the

highest price possible. Kuwait

was

dq)ressing the wtvld market price.
Pandora’s Box

It was also pointed out at the meeting that
Hussein

thought that he had defended the

Arabs against Iran

and Kuwait was just not
being grateful. It was also thought that the
Middle-East had

no

visible leader and Iraq

thought it could fill the

But as it
turned out, the invasion opened the provervacuum.

bial Pandora’s Box.
Is the invasitm of Panama

or

Grenada

justified
Some

participants found

a

similarity

with the US invasion of Grenada and
Panama. So

they asked if it

was

with the vote. But

they asked why it

was

for Saddam Hussein to invade
for Bush to invade
Panama? Why it was wrong for Saddam
Hussein to aimex Kuwait and not wrong for
him to launch a war against Iran?
wrong

Kuwait and not wrong

These

wCTe some

that came out in the

of the contradictions

general discussion and

which defied immediate
If anything,

answers.

the Iraqi aggression and later

annexation of Kuwait, followed

by the

military entry of USA into the Gulf,
together with the subsequent token of
military presence of some other countries,
have heightened the danger of a large-scale
war in the region. Its implications are as yet
unforeseen.D

good for

the UN to vote to condemn the invasion of
Kuwait Good for the Soviets to go

along

r
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SOCIAL
iviovemf:nts

The

Intelligentsia and Democratic
Struggles
I

Lloyd M. Sachikonye
N the

political ferment gripping
much of Africa today, as recently in
Las^ern Europe, the intelligentsia
has rediscovered its catalytic role in
struggles for democratic change, ft is not

I

pendence, the intelligentsia played

a cm-

cial role in

articulating the democratic
aspirations for national liberation. Schoolteachers, students, ministers of religion,
journalists and others from the emergent intellectual strata were impcxiant actors in the
independence struggle.
Nearly a generation later, the intelligentsia finds itself at the heart of new
social movements for democratic

change. In the ensuing stmggles, the cost
be

quite high: the massacre of university students as in Zaire earlier this year is
one example. In other struggles, students

are

detained and univCTsities

closed

as

temporarily

in Zimbabwe and Zambia in 1989

and 1990

respectively. And yet in others,

students and teachers find themselves
meshed in

en-

campaigns against the one-party
(from Benin to Gabon and from

state model

the

role of intellectuals

basic commodities such as mealie meal and

and

bread

barely affordable to the

masses

of

Ivory Coast to Kenya), against corrup¬

made

historically played

a

extremely useful. He

distinction between "traditional"

"organic" intellectuals.
Organic Intellectuals

The traditional intellectuals include

professional (literacy and scientific) intel-

In Southern Africa, the intelligentsia has

critical role in movechange. Not only

for democratic

ments

a

IVaditional And

workers and peasants.
A Critical Role

In the nationalist movement for inde-

can

"high places" and against structural
adjustment measures which make prices of

role, of course.

a nev/

mass

tion in

lectuals whose

of

position "in the interstices
society" concealed an attachment to

various historical class formations. The

ex'-

have students and other intellecuial strata

ganic intellectuals represent the thinking

been

and

important force in the South
African and Namibian struggles. The
liberation struggles in Zimbabwe, Angola
and Mozambique drew upon the creative
an

energies of these strata. In Botswana,
tertiary

Lesotho and Swaziland, students in

institutions have, from time to time, articulated a radical critique of their governments

which, in turn, have sometimes closed the
institutions

(including universities) tern-

porarily in attempts to demobilise the
former.
But how crucial is the role of intellec-

tuals,

or more

generally, the intelligentsia
struggles? 1 find the

in democratic social

reflections of Antonio Gramsci, the Italian
Marxist thetaist and

practitioner,

on

the

OTganising element of a particular soless by their
profession than by their function in directing the ideas and aspirations of the class to
which they organically belong. Just as the
bourgeoisie would have its own organic intellectuals, so the working class is capable
of developing from within its ranks its own
organic intellectuals. The organic intellectuals of the working class are defined on the
one hand by their ‘directive’ political role.
The peasantry finds itself in a different
position concerning organic intellectuals. It
does not elaborate its own wganic intellectuals no- does it assimilate any sfratum of
traditional intellectuals notwithstanding
that it is frx>m the peasantry that other social class but are distinguished

t
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cial classes draw many

of their intellec-

tuals.
Relevance
These reflections on, and distinction between, different types

of intellectuals have
a relevant bearing on our considerations of
the contemporary role of our intellectuals
in the on-going struggles in Africa for
democratic change. The question is the extent we can talk about organic intellectuals
in

only few available openings for

political parties). How deeply

are

in

they

steeped in the elaboration or conceptualisation of the

struggles of these movements?

And what has been the limitations of these

movements?
Protest Movements

First,

students

demonstrated that
sive role

have

generally

they can play

a progres-

‘protest movements’ against

specific government policies. Such policy
as the raising of prices of basic

decisions

foodstuffs, cutbacks on social services such
health and education

or measures

of

direct material interest to the students such
as cuts on

often

their allowances

or

meals have

sparked demonstrations. The in-

evitable

from the
State followed. But student opposition has
also been directed at imperialism and in
heavy-handed

response

Southern Africa, manifested in the destabilisation of the ‘Frontline States’ and

ex-

lemally-directed stiff structural adjustment
measures

relating to the economy.

In South

Africa, Black students have at-

tacked the

oppressive education system. In
spite of its potential, articulateness and
spontaneity, the student movement en-

counters

dents

several limitations. Individual stu-

after

graduation get absorbed
into the state organs they criticised fiercely
only a few years before. It often htqipens
that the private sector tends to be small and
that the government public sector offers
soon
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for socialism. Observing
that
"genuine intellectuals of'the African

peasant struggles

graduates. Although we cannot say the student movement is transient, it sometimes

that it is from this second group

experiences the jx^oblem of breaks in continuity in terms of leadership. Students may
often act as the "conscience of society" but
it is unclear whether we could yet speak of
them as organic intellectuals in relation to

Revolution

their often tenuous links with

mass

are

to be

found", Nkrumah

urged that it was the mammoth task of this

"to expose and relate the deluge of
capitalist propaganda, bogus concepts and
group

thewies".

social

Working Class And Peasants

movements.

Broadly speaking, Nkrumah’s revoluA Division

tiary institutions are less of a homogeneous

tionary intellectuals are Gramci’s organic
intellectuals. Representing a petit-bourgeois stratum, these intellectuals cany a
herculean task in participating and leading

social group to

allow broad generalisations
struggles. In
the ferment for democracy gripping the
continent, some intellectuals are clearly in

struggles of

the forefront for campaigns

compensated by their resolute commitment

progressive social movements (i.e. in

trade unions, student movements and

as

those

Second, the intellectuals themselves
who teach

or

research in

colleges and ter-

about their role in democratic

for the restoration of multi-party democracy and related
civil rights. Like the students, some have
been jailed, sacked from jobs or hounded
into exile. Yet

some

intellectuals have but-

tressed the status quo or

actually

par-

ticipated in the formulation of policies
which have resulted in the current political
and economic

quagmire. Clearly, divisions

exist within this intellectual stratum.
Kwame Nkrumah

once

observed that al-

though the intelligentsia:

social movements for
greater democratic space in contemporary
mass

Africa. As in the past,

a

minority segment of the stratum; but this is
to

popular struggles.
The

question still remains; however, in
spite of what Cabral questioned, "to what
extent can

they commit ‘class suicide’ in

the authentication of their role

‘organic
intelligentsia, in
conjunction with either mass social forces,
exerts pressure on the authoritarian oneparty states to abandon that political model
and democratise society, we can again see
the classic catalytic role of the organic inas

intellectuals’?" As the

tellectual. Whether

always leads the nationalist movement in its early stages
the
cohesiveness ofthe intelligentsia disappears once independence is

they tend to be

based in academia

as

radical activists

or as

advisers in the

...

labour, peasant or women’s movements or
in

multi-party democracy, the
intellectuals have a critical
to play in the democratic transforma-

movements

achieved.

African organic

He then identified two broad groups

role

amongst the post-independence

intel-

creation of an

ligentsia.
One group supports

the

new

privileged

domestic class: the bureaucratic,
and business
open

tion of our societies. But this also entails the

bourgeoisie " who

political
are

the

allies of imperialism and neo-

independent intellectual base

begin nurture conditions of their
‘hegemonic’ role in these societies. The in-

to

surance

of their success is to work with, and

within, the pc^ular social classes

—

the

colonialism". The second consists of

working and peasant classes and their mass

revolutionary intellectuals who provide the
impetus and leadership of the woiker and

organisations in these societies.n
Lloyd M. Sachikonye is a
Research Fellow and Head

Senior
of the
Labour Studies Department at the Timbabwe Institute ofDevelopment Studies.
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De Klerk in America: 'The Great White

Hope"
Salih Booker

R

ETURNING from

a

historic

three-day trip to the United
States (September 24-26), South

African President F.W. de Klerk

an-

nounced that" South Africa is back in the

international

community." De Klerk’s
premature feeling of rehabilitation and

admission into the

community of

na-

tions, derives from Washington’s exceedingly warm welcome, and the White
House’s strong support for his reform
policies. Described as a public relations
tour
was

by

many observers, de Klerk’s visit
in fact a PR success, at least within

Executive Branch
De Klerk’s

policy-making circles.
trip to the US, the first by a

South African head of state in 45 years, was

officially characterized as an oi^rtunity to
establish a personal relationship with President Bush and to build political support
among US policy-makers and opinion
leaders for his vision of South Africa’s future. In

addition to the White House

meet-

by presenting the ‘appealing face’ of the
‘democratic-minded and reforming’ de
Klerk to the American public and policymakers. Moreover, by characterizing de
Klerk and Mandela —and the forces they
represent — as having equally legitimate
interests, the Bush administration hopes to
justify the patience in current US policy
and avoid

being pushed to choose sides in
the South African conflict (and the impending negotiations.)
At a minimum, Washington may now
feel comfortable articulating a ‘middle of
the toad’ US policy toward South Africa,
whereby the administration could seek to
play the role of ‘honest Ixoker’ between the
white minority regime and the democratic
oi^sition. But more astute observers of
US-South Africa policy will [xobably discem in these recent developments a mote
familiar and long-standing American
policy approach, namely "Constructive
Engagement"

ing, de Klerk held discussions with the US

US

Cabinet Secretaries of State and

Treasury,
leading members of Congress, and
American business executives.

He also

made several

speeches and media appearances and met with several important
newspaper editors and editorial writers.
The visit itself was made possible largely
by Nelson Mandela’s release from prison in
February and his prior visit to the US in
June.

While the

trip was obviously important
for de Klerk, enabling him to reassure his
constituency at home of support from the
leading Western power and to facilitate the
eventual easing of international sanctions,
it was an equally important visit fw President George Bush. The American President was able to partially counterbalance
the impact of the earlier triumphant US tour
of ANC Deputy President Nelson Mandela
24

American

Policy: A Summary
foreign policy toward South
should

Africa during the past three decades
be noted

for its

continuity than
change. Though the term "constructive
engagement" is most often used to describe
the US policy during the administration of
President Ronald Reagan, it is an equally
accurate description of the historic US
policy tqrproach toward South Africa since,
more

least, the 1960s.

Through both
Democratic and Republican administrations, the determinants of US policy have
remained —until very recently — virtually
unchanged;
1) The perc^tion of South Africa as a
Cold War ally in the global East-West
Struggle,
2) The priority attached to strategic interests (including the importation of South
at

African minerals critical for

use

in the

military industry, and the Cape Sea

route
around which much of the Western wcxld’s

oil

sui^lies travel).
3) Support for the development of
Ctqritalism over Socialism in South and
Southmi Africa,

4) Cultural identification by US
policymakers and much of the public —
with the ruling white mintxity in South
Afiica which is seen as the guardian of
white. Western, Christian values in the
"dark continent."

(Put more bluntly, this is
simply racism. It is rarely referred to as a
policy determinant but cannot reasonably
be ignored as a significant influence in the
US policy process and practice.)
Taken

together, these determinants have
lasting impression that whites in
South Africa are, and should be, the principal agents of change in that country and
the most likely [xotectors of US interests in
the region. Thus US policy has always
been to "constructively engage" the South
African government as America’s principal
working partner in the region. The quescreated

tion

a

was never

wheUiCT or not to work with

the white

minority regime but rather to
what degree such a relationship should be
public or ixivate.
Nelson Mandela was arguably among
the first victims of this policy approach,
when in 1%2 the CIA "turned Mandela

the South Afiican

security branch",
according to recent detailed news accounts
over to

based

on

interviews with retired US and

South African

intelligence officers. Perceiving the interests of the US and South
Africa’s white minority government to be
one

and the same, one CIA official was

quoted as saying:
We gave

them

would be

every

detail, what he

wearing, the time of day.
Sapem October, 1990
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just where he would be. They picked
him up. It is one of our greatest

public

eventually imposed
the Angola-Namibia
diplomacy briefly re-legitimized this
policy ^roach, the broader relaxation of
pressure —
sanctions. Though

coups.
The broader policy

ment" towards South Africa.
in the coalition had done

Many forces
solidarity wak on

South Africa and other African issues for
years, but the newcomers came specifical-

foundations of "conengagement" were later made
clear on paper in the Nixon/Kissing» National Security Study Memorandum 39
which argued for a continued co-operative
relationship with Pretoria’s minority
government (and the region’s other
colonial regimes) because only they could
determine the pace and nature of change.
The document also postulated that the

Cohen, stated in South Africa this year that
"constructive engagement" was dead, but
in reality it lives on, albeit in an awkward
marriage with sanctions.

African liberation movements could not

Sanctions: Partial Die-Engagement

This coalition rqrresents, in many ways,
the rebirth of the 1960s Civil
Rights alliance (encompassing black political

In 1986 the US

leaders and grassroots activists, liberal

East-West tensions robbed "constructive

structive

end colonialism

or

apartheid in the region

through force of arms. The "constructive
engagement" approach was further
manifested during the Ford administration
when the CIA joined forces with the South
African government in suppot of UNTTA
in Angola. To its credit, the Carter administration championed human rights in
its public diplomacy and even expressed
support for a "one-man, one vote" solution
for South Africa. Nevertheless, it was
adamantly opposed to the application of
sanctions, and financial, political and intelligence cooperation with South Africa continned. During the Reagan years this affinity with Pretoria reached its most extreme form
in part due to the President’s
personal sympathies for the white mincxity
and was visible in the linkage of
Namibia’s independence to the withdrawal
of Cuban troops from Angola;
support for
a US$1,1 billion International
Monetary
Fund loan to South Africa; renewed
exports
—

—

to the

South African

adamant
renewed
others.

military and police;
opposition to sanctions; and

covert

engagement" of its primary anti-Soviet justification (though not the related containmentof communism objective.) US Assistant Secretary of State for Africa, Herman

aid to UNITA, among

Throughout this entire period, US
policy-makers had scant official and high
level contact with the liberation movements of South Africa, Namibia,
Angola,

Mozambique or Zimbabwe until (or until
just before) independence was achieved.
Indeed, official US policy tended to equate
the armed struggle with "teirorism", and
generally saw the liberation movements as
hostile to US interests.

Only in the mid-1980s did "constructive
engagement" begin to become a domestic
liability due to South Africa’s increased intemal repression and regional destabilization, which provoked considerable public
outrage. The Congress —under growing
Sapem October. 1990

Congress overruled

President Reagan’s veto and passed into
law the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid

Act (CAAA). This legislation
imposed
limited economic sanctions against South
Africa and created an aid programme for
the "victims of apartheid". The Congressional action came specifically as a result
of increased public pressure — spearheaded by African-American activists—in

support of sanctions. Daily demonstrations
the South African embassy in

at

Washington beginning in late 1984, and the
emergence of a massive resistance

cam-

paign inside South Africa the same year,
combined to draw significant American
media attention to the questions of apartheid and US policy for the first time. Public
anger by a considerable portion of the
American population which rejected the assumptions of "constructive engagement"
was further fueled
by the increased
coverage. In 1985, President Reagan issued an Executive Order imposing several

minor restrictions on US-South Africa ties
in order to forestall tougher sanctions then

being considered by the Congress. In announcing his new measures, Reagan
termed the "new" US policy ai^roach "active constructive engagement" ButbyOctober 1986, the increased repression in
South Africa undo' the State of Emergency
and the continuing American domestic
liberation su[^rt activism [xoved to be
enough to force the Congress (which was
facing elections the next month) to confront
Reagan and legislate sanctions against

South Africa which the administration was
faced to implement
It should be noted, however, that the
American "anti-apartheid" coalition which

developed in the mid-80s, failed to develop
regional analysis of US policy and mobilized almost exclusively around the theme

a

of the moral repugnance of apartheid and
the illegitimacy of "constructive engage¬

ly in

response to what was happening in
South Africa. Thus, in terms of the
Southern Africa region as a whole, the

coalition failed

to

mobilize

renewed US covert

war

began in late 1985)
regional issues.

or on

in

against the
Angola (which
other important

whites, organised labour, students and the
Churches.) As such, some elements of this
coalition often view the South African

struggle

as one requiring a solution of
American-style racial integration within
the existing political economy. Others in
the coalition believe that a uniquely South
African transfer of power to the majority is
required and a substantial transformation of
political, economic, and social relations in
the country.
In any case,

the

enactment of sanctions

against South Africa represented an impatant

landmark in the American domestic

struggle to redirect US-South Africa policy.
Not since the Viemam war had public pressure in the US become so
important on a
single foreign policy issue as was now the
case with South Africa
policy. Clearly,
only the American public (and particularly
African-Americans and other progressive
sectors) had the will, and began to
demonstrate the

ability, to fundamentally

alter the nature of the US approach to the
South African conflict. The White House
and the

Congress were merely responding.
sanctions law required the US
government to pursue the end of apartheid
as its principle policy
objective, to aid the
The

new

"victims of rqtartheid" and to pursue new

relationships with the liberation

move-

ments and other

democratic forces inside
South Africa. Thus, fa the first time, offi-

cial US

policy began to cautiously identify

with the aspirations of South Africa’s black

majority. However, this was still far short
emlxacing the "pro-democracy" movement in South Africa as an ally, a
beginning to perceive the minority government
as an
adversary and much of the policy Ianguage in the legislation made this clear.
of
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"Construcdve
but not

engagement" was wounded,

fatally.
The

Honeymoon

Because of the

condnued repression and

for
building

violence in South Africa, momentum

additional US sanctions was
among grassroots

polidcal organizations in
However, the US

1987 and 1988.

Presidendal elecdons in 1988

effecdvely

real prospect of new legislathe fact that the House of
Representadves did pass a bill calling for a
complete economic embargo on South
Africa. Moreover, the anti-apartheid
leadership in the House became convinced

sideUned any
don despite

that because the Senate

would not pass a

•tougher bill, a new strategy was required of
working on a Democrat-Republican bipardsan basis with cooperadon between the
Congress and the White House. When
George Bush became President in January

and
in the House
confidential agreement

1989, this strategy was put into effect
small group of Congressmen

resolution, in effect, represented a new and

significant shift for US policy. US support
in drafting and passing the UN Declaration
marked the first time that the US supported
the international consensus (xi the question

ing groiq)" ignored its own timetable for
progress — even though the measures re-

quired to forestall further sanctions had not
been met—and faded into the background.
President Bush’s initial reaction was to call

with an eye toward
relaxiing sanctions, though he later conreview of policy

importantly, it committed the US to support the South African
liberation movement’s pre-conditions for
creating a climate conducive to negotiadons. The Administradon did not publicise
this apparent subde policy shift and the
Congress has yet to exploit its potential for
creating a new policy approach.
(Mweover, recent pronouncements by US
officials cast doubt on the level of

fw

American commitment to the UN Declara-

the US

don.)

of whites

The liberadon support coalidon in the
US also suffered during this period as Con-

and to

of South Africa. Mwe

members and other polidcians no
longer felt pressured by the need to do more
on South Africa, because sancdons were already in place. They began to ignore the

gress

a

fumed that the conditions of the CAAA had
not

been met and,

Mandela to visit the White House as soon
as was

practicable (at the time Mandela was

The net effect of de Klerk’s
was to

vinced them to vote for sancdons — which

economic

posed if condidons of progress were not
met by specific dates in 1990 (or conversely, to relax sancdons for short periods of

they then took credit for. The coalidon also
suffered perhaps due to a lack of reciprocal
sui^rt from the South African liberadon
movement, which was increasingly becoming engaged in (and influenced by) new and
direct reladonships with American policymakers themselves. (This latter trend, if it
becomes one, would certainly undermine
the fMXJgressive American public’s ability to
eradicate the vesdges of "constructive
engagement" and build a new US reladonship with a future democradc South Africa
based upon shared interests with the black
majority.)
De Klerk As "The Great White Hope"

met). Thus

year-long
"honeymoon" with the Congress on South
Africa policy in 1989 and the confrontadon
approach which predominated reladons between the Congress and the Reagan administradon was replaced with a more
cooperadve style.

President Bush enjoyed a

The rise of F.W. de Klerk to

Nadonal

Party (NP) Chairman and then State President in 1989 provided yet another
"honeymoon" period as far as US policywere concerned. They considered
imperadve that de Klerk be given an opportunity to put his new administradon in
place and to begin pursuing new policies.
The bi-pardsan "working group on South
Africa" in the Congress more or less agreed

makers
it

and never formalized its draft agreement on
dme

triggers for increasing (or relaxing)

sancdons. ""Construcdve

engagment"

was

making a come-back but no one seemed to
notice.

Perhaps the two most significant
developments of 1989 — the Harare
Declaration and the United Nations
Declaradon on South Africa—received litde attendon in the US though the latter
26

speech on February 2, 1990,
President de Klerk not only responded to
the Harare and UN Declaradons, but seized
the initiadve and (H'ojected himself as the
With

restore,

"gamble" in

full force, the notion

the

deliver South Africa from a racial holocaust

which called for further sancdons to be im-

dme if these condidons were

<

principal agents of change
place de Kleilc himself at the top of
the impending "devolution of power"
process. In American policy-making
circles, de Klerk became "The Great White
Hope", the one man who might be able to
as

and create

began drafdng a

.

still behind bars).

very grassroots organisadons who had educated them on South Africa and had con-

a

therefore, sanctions

could not yet be lifted. He did, however,
invite both President de Klerk and Nelson

a

multiracial government com-

miued to private enterprise and

free market

policies.

OtKe Nelson Mandela was released from

prison, triggering widespread South
African and international
American
these two

celebrations,

policy-makers began to portray
men

—

Mandela and de Klerk—

giants capable of sunking the necessary historical compromise
between white fears and black aspirations.
De Klerk now had a credible Black

as

the

two moderate

negotiating partner, and US policy found
the necessary flexibility to finally acknowledge the political legitimacy of the ANC.
However, the calls for "rewards" for de
Klerk were not echoed by calls for
"rewards" for Mandela.

one

principal architect of change in South
Africa toward anon-racial democracy.

The

impact in the US was felt immediately. In
Congress, pending legisladon calling for
tougher addidonal sancdons was placed on
hold indefinitely. Polidcians across a
broad ideological spectrum (with the
notable excepdon of black Congressmen)
immediately began to speak of the need to
"reward" de Klerk for his courage and
proposed reforms. The bi-partisan "work-

The Current Debate In The

US

diplomat put it, "Presispokesmam for South Africa," that the US has ever
encountered. De Klerk’s initiatives have
served to save "constructive engagement"
as the continuing foundation of US policy
towards South Africa.
Yet, because of
As one American

dent de Klerk is the most appealing

public pressure and domestic US politics,
the current policy has several additional
elements that require greater American
engagement with the

disenfranchised

majority. These may be appendages to the
core US policy of "constructive engageSapem October, 1990
f

J

ment" but they are impcxtant nonetheless.
They might overtake "constructive engagement" or they may simply be integrated into
the existing policy apfroach.

in order for sanctions to be lifted.
President Bush stated that:

These conditions
are not

The first element is the CAAA sanctions

are

And

clear-cut and

open to reinterpretation and I

do not believe in

moving the goal

legislation. The President, the State
Department and conservative (as well as
many moderate) members of Congress are

However several influencial Con-

lift sanctions as soon as possible.
However, the law requires that before US

gressmen argue that Bush has already
moved the goal post by ignoring the "sub-

sanctions

stantial progress" condition, loosely interpreting the others, and deciding in advance

eager to

can

be lifted the South African

government must:

1) Release all political jmsoners.
2) Repeal the state of emergency and
release all detainees held under it

3) Unban democratic political parties
and permit the firee exercise by all South
Africans of the right to form political parties, express political opinions, and otherwise participate in the political process.
4) Repeal the Group Areas Act and the
Population RegisU^tion Act and institute
no

other measures with the

same

purposes.

5) Agree to enter into good faith negotiations with truly representative members of
the black majority without pre-conditions.
Since the South African government has
made clear that it will not repeal the Population Registration Act prior to achieving a
new

constitutional order, US sanctions can-

not

be

automatically lifted

as a

result of

unilateral actions taken by Pretoria.
However, President Bush may "suspend or

modify any of the sanctions" if he determines that the South African government
has met all the other 4 conditions, and that
Pretoria has, "made substantial progress
toward dismantling the system of apartheid

and

establishing a non-racial democracy".
Under this latter scenario there is no legislative requirement that the President
suspend or modify US position on the sanetions, even once these conditions are satisfied. Some Congressman have argued that
any decision on sanctions should be guided
by a broader policy aimed at supporting the
disenfranchised black majority in negotiations. The Congress can prevent the
suspension of sanctions if a majority of
both chambers passes a Joint Resolution to
that effect.

Assitant

Secretary Cohen, recently
only the release of
political prisoners and the lifting of the state
stated in Pretoria that

of emergency

in Natal remained

posts.

that sanctions will be lifted when the law

only provides that as an option and not a requirement
While the Administration and the Congress may interpret the law differently, the
White House is unlikely to attempt to
suspend sanctions if to do so would

provoke

bitter domestic confrontation.
however. White House policy
planners seem to believe that Pretoria will
meet

the two conditions (mentioned above)

by mid-year 1991 and that domestic q)position can be muted, despite the fact that
the full spirit and intent of the legislation
would not have been met. The uncertainty

that exists results from Nelson Mandela’s
triumphant tour of the US in June, which
caused much of the American public and
many members of Congress to argue that
the US should not lift sanctions until Mandela feels it is appropriate. Since so many

Americans now identify strongly with NelMandela (and the ANC by association)
the US must engage the ANC seriously in
its diplomacy and can no longer ignore the
son

potential domestic impact of ANC
criticisms of US policy in the manner it ignoted SWAPO

the MPLA in the past.
(Interestingly, the ANC appears reluctant at
present to publicly criticize any aspect of
US policy.)
or

Financial Assistance
The other element of US

policy which

"engages" Washington with South Africa’s
majority is the povision of financial
assistance. Since the early 1980s the US
has maintained a programme of aid in
black

South Africa which

expand^ considerably

after the CAAA of 1986 became law. To
date the US has provided over $125 million
in aid to "the victims of

apartheid", with

$35 million in 1990 alone. This assistance
covers five separate programme areas:

to be met
in

Sapem October, 1990
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At p-esent,

1) Human Rights ($2 million in 1990),
2) Education ($24.3 million in 1990),
3) Black Private Enterprise ($3.3 million
1990),

4) Trade Union Training ($1.5 million in
1990), and
5) Community Develc^ment ($3.8 million in 1990)
This programme has not been without

controversy either in South Africa or the
US, but it has not been scrutinised very

closely by

broad cross-section of Conanti-apartheid groups.
A new and certainly controversial aid
programme was created in May of this year
to provide $10 million in
support of
"programmes and activities of organisaa

gress or American

tions to encourage

negotiations leading to
peaceful transition to a genuine
democracy based on universal suffrage
a

within

a

united South Africa."

programme was initiated

This

by

a group of
Congressman who met with Nelson Mandela in Lusaka on March 1. Their intent

fund which would respond
Mandela’s request for financial aid to the

was to create a

to

ANC to help it mobilize its supporters and
develop its wganisational infrastructure inside South Africa now that it was unbanned.
The

legislation

was

rushed through Con-

gress as part of a larger bill without public
debate (and the $ 10 million was taken from
what could have been

a

$20 million aid

programme for independent Namibia).
The State Department and the Congres-

sional leaders most involved have very different views about how the money should
be spent Some of the aid is to go through
the National Endowment for Democracy
and its affiliated organisations. The ANC
and

perh^s other organisations have subprosposals for use of this assistance
but no money has been disbursed to date.
The Inkatha central committee has already
complained that it wants the US to assure
mitted

its leader, Gatsha Buthelezi, that Inkatha
would get, "its fair share of whatever financial support the US deems fit to provide for
the

develt^ment of "democracy" in South

Africa.
This programme
element of US

new

is the most significant
policy despite the lack

of attention is has received. The amount of
money (which could increase in time) is not
as

significant as the political importance of

the programme.

It could involve the US

directly with organisations on the ground in
South Africa in pursuit of explicitly political objectives, in a more aggressive manner
than the existing USAID programme. US
Secretary of State, James Baker has27

Therefore, Bush’s
of the ‘magic words’ may
have broada* implications. As F<»eign
Minister ‘Pik’ Botha pointed out, "We

referred to this aid

versible

‘free market

pronouncement

tqrproach as support for
democracy’ and the State

Department was opposed to providing any
sunxrrt to the ANC befcHe it suspended the
armed struggle, though this was not re-

quired by the legislation. How this money
will be used and how the US decides which

democracy" in South
given US
domestic politics it is entirely likely that
some aid will go to both the ANC and Inkatha, among other groups.
the "forces of

are

Africa remains to be seen. But

Good

specially

equiped South African Airways (SAA)
plane landed at Andrews Air Force Base in
the US, Washington had, in effect, already
suspended for four days the ban on SAA
flights to the US which is one part of US
sanctions. The trip was classified as a
"working visit" (as opposed to a more
ceremonial State Visit) and de Klerk and his
entourage had a very busy schedule. De
Klerk was given ample opportunity to
present his case to the American public and
policy-makers, and also engaged in a few
symbolic acts such as laying a wreath at the
tomb of the unknown soldier arxl going to
church to underline his sense of "shared

values” with the American
The visit

was

people.

considoed

a success

believe this is the element that the

European governments have been looking
for", to justify the lifting of their restrictions.

President

Bush, also remarked that

the US would consult with its allies to see

they can take to help South

what actions

by

as

other US "rewards" are con-

climate permits only a partial repeal, (South

Africa has been keen to get the ban on new

investments, agricultural imports and SAA

flights removed first.) The issue of when
and how South Africa might approach the
IMF for a loan was probably another item
of private discussion. US law (the Gramm
Amendment) requires the US to vote
against any IMF loan to South Africa unless the Secretary of the Treasury citifies
to Congress that the loan would reduce the
severe economic distortions caused by
apartheid, would benefit the majerity, and
could not be raised on private capital

markets.

significant issue on the South
African agenda during the visit was
regional economic development ‘Pik’
AiK>ther

Botha stated that South Africa has a plan to

Washington and Pretoria, despite antiapartheid protests and the Congressional

generate economic growth and development across all of Southern Africa. This

Black Caucus’ refusal to meet de Klerk.

discussed with US Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady. Though no
‘plan’

was

details

were

revealed, the recent Geneva

meeting of Southern African Finance Ministoa and other officials—including South

We believe the process

that such a plan may be
gaining momentum even prior to the end of
apartheid and the emergence of a rxrn-racial

South

democracy.

of change in
Africa is irreversible, a fact
that we would bear squarely in mind
as we consider specific issues in the
future.
This

was

taken to mean that the White

end US sanctions as
possible, despite different Congressional interpretations of the sanctions law.

House will attempt to
soc»i as

European sanctions do not require
specific conditions to be met before they
are lifted, and the general consensus has
simply been that sanctions would remain in
place until South Africa has achieved "irre¬

Africa — suggests

For his part, de Klerk also issued the
‘magic words’ of "one-man, one-vote,"
which the Americans wanted to hear as his

proposed formula for future elections. De
Klerk added:
That includes the possibility, the
probability, that the vote would be
brought out on one common voters'

De Klerk’s successful visit to the US,

though criticized by opponents as a che^

photo oppcHtunity, has implications beyond political symbolism. As
outlined above, "constructive engagement"
while wounded by Congressional mandated sancdons and burdened with legislanon requiring support to ^artheid’s "vietims"
has remained the principal US
policy ^proach to South Africa, and was
strengthened by the vist.
With the apparent decline in Soviet inter-

White House

—

—

and influence in South Africa, the role
of US policy gains additional importance.
If the other major superpower is now
est

developing its own form of reverse "constructive engagement" whereby it sees
South Africa’s minority regime and white
business community as a source of assistance

for its

own

economic restructuring,

then the US will face little international op-

position to the continuation of its historic

^proach to South Africa
The key, of course, to how US policy will
unfold rests with the strength of anti-apartheid forces inside America. As such the
liberation movement of South Africa would
be ill-advised to limit its diplomacy to deal-

ing with official Washington, while its teal
allies in the US continue fighting an uphill

larger anti-racist struggle.
Though President Bush may put on the
cap of the ‘honest brdeer’ in dealing with
the South African conflict, US policy is still
very closely tied to Pretoria. And at
another perhaps subliminal level, where

battle in the

many

Americans and the media view the

current

violence in South Africa as entirely
an omen of the tribal chaos

tribal and as
which might

engulf the country, the Bush
administration may be able to use de
Klerk’s effective visit to reaffirm the roots
of "constructive engagement" which argue
that the white minority is still American’s
best partner

and South Africa’s pimary

agent for non-violent change.n

roll.

However, he continued to emj^asize the
need for "checks and balances" to {»otect
the white minority.

\
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make, "as to how they will use their influence in steering events on South Africa".
He also commented that in meetings with
US businessmen he had found an eagerness
to return to South Africa.
to

Conclusion

As far

both

Though the lifting of sanctions was not on
the formal discussion agenda, de Klerk’s
visit obviously was used to help pave the
way for their eventual repeal. During a
welcoming ceremony. President Bush said;

Returning to Johannesburg, President de
Klerk said that, "the meeting with President
Bush constitutes important progress
towards the fuial normalisation of relations
between South Africa and the US." and
added that the US had important decisions

Africa.

cemed, there may have been discussions of
which sanctions to lift initially if the

Morning America! Apartheid
Goes To Washington

When President de Klerk’s

change".

Salih Booker is
tant to

a

former Staff Consul-

the Subcommittee on Africa ofthe

US Congress.
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS
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Glimpse at African Studies: Made in the
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O

NE who seeks to

produce
knowledge and does it as an occupation, is compelled to face

"the facts of life" from the very outset.
To gain access to resources which would
enable

more

such

scholar has to connect

than artisanal

perspective,

directly or
indirectly, with the very centres of
wealth and power whose critique must
be the springboard of any transformative knowledge. The effect is to discipline
a

and

shape the very process of production
whether directly, as apt to
with state connections, or indirectly,

of knowledge;
be
as

is the

case

with influence of market

forces.
This is, after all, one way

in which
produced as instituhonal ideologies while counter-views
are
marginalised as individual
dominant views tend to be

idiosyncrasies.
Resources
The "Africanist" scholar, however,

operates under a second limitation. To survive in the craft, he or she must also main-

This "realism" is reinforced

clearance and thus
This is not

no access to

"the field".

that the result is inevitably the production of some srat of crude
apology. One cannot, though, fail to notice
the amazing regularity with which "establishment" Africanists approach "radical"
African regimes. At this juncture, however,
1 shall only argue that the constraint tends
to

to make the

gree or

say

scholar "realistic", to one de-

another.
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by yet

another set of constraints that the Africanist
is

subject to. Normally one ocean apart
from his/her object of analysis, the
Africanist is distanced from real and con-

But the

tendency, the predominant outflows from the "realism" the
Africanist embraces, whether in succumbing to these constraints, or in an isolated
rear-guard struggle against them. The efcome,

democratic struggles that aim at transframing the very reality he/she is trying to
analyse. Now the constraint goes alongside

feet of these sets of constraints is to lock the

second one, a similar distance from

Knowledge is produced in context both
ideological. The context of
"knowing" social reality is inevitably a

analysis tends to take on a character either
static or descriptive or speculative and
scholarstic. Where the personal disposition
is in favour of popular emancipation, the
tendency is fra such a wide gulf to develop
between the analysis and the conclusion as
to render the latter preachy and
prescriptive. And should this disposition be openly

double squeeze, that of official pressures
embodied in institutional ideologies

proclaimed, the unfortunate outcome is to
make it appear as a posture than a source of

generated from above, and that of popular
pressures embodied in the critiques
generated from below. These pressures are
not always "external"; they are usually
found right inside the "community of
scholars" as a variety of points of views.

inspiration.

Crete

a

democratic

struggles in the home country,
the physical distance from popular struggles in Africa is transformed into an organic
one.

social and

The contest between them takes

frarn of an

tain regular access to the country ra region
of his/her specialisation. This means, at the

minimum, maintaining minimum cordiality in relation with the host government; for without the tacit consent of that
government there will be no research

from CODESRIA Bulletin, No 2, 1990.

on

the

ideological struggle.

Succumbing
When not anchraed in

popular struggles

whether in Africa or at home, the Africanist
tends to succumb to the pessure of institutional ideologies, and infact to become an

active

participant in their very production
propagation. But 1 say "tend to" because not only is there no mathematical
correspondence between the response and
the predicament, there are also exceptions
to the tendency, as 1 shall soon show. In
other words, there does exist an ideological
struggle, even in the very temples of the
powers-that-be.
and

Africanist in an "official" world. Whatever
his or her methodological preference, the

From the time

our

scholar becomes

"realistic", he or she begins to take the "official" stand-point as the point of departure
in the process of (H’oduction of knowledge.
The tendency is fra the "realistic" point of
view to overlap within the "official" point
of view. The Africanist begins to speak in
the

language of a consultant, whether to the
recipient government.
This may be a harsh comment, but not
unfair. Undoubtedly, it is too general. But I
hope to make it more concrete through a
review of the {woceedings of a remarkable
gathering of thirty "Africanist scholars"
recently calling to discuss the crisis of
"Governance in Africa. Meeting in
February (17 and 18) of 1989 to mark an inaugural seminar of the Governance in
Africa programme of the Carter Centre
(Emory University, Atlanta, USA), this
gathering of political scientists also ineluded a sprinkling of economists and
sociologists.
donor or to the
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economic reform

The Problem

participants were "invited
to reflect on the genesis and consequences
of the current African predicament"
The seminar

{{Beyond autocracy in Africa, Introduction:
working papers for the
seminar is hereafter referred to as papers)
While this predicament was never explicitly defined, it is clear that both the organisers and the vast majority of the participants agreed that at the centre of the
predicament is "the African state" and the
entire range of its practices: "governance".
"The major analytical challenge now is to
construct a theory of state reform so that the
this collection of

state can

be linked to the vast creative ener-

gies of Africa’s people". Tom Callaghy’s
exhortation to seminar participants is highlighted in the sum-up Report as formulating the agenda of Africanism {Perestroika
Without Glasnost in Africa, Report of the
Inaugural Seminar of the Governance in
Africa Programme, February 17-18 1989,
p. 42; hereafter referred to as Report). For
the papers that seek to analyse this predicament,

an

equally

Given this chorus of

an

agreement

—

summed up in the words of Richard Sklar,
"no Perestroika without Glasnost", which

the final report of the seminar adopts as its
— one is
surprised that there is no

banner

attempt, either

in the papers or in the semi-

report, to outline the political contours
of the "reform coalition", or different and
nar

even

competing reform coalitions in dif-

ferent African countries. On the contrary,
the seminar report concludes with a call to
powers to add "political conditionalities" to the current economic con-

foreign

ditionalities of SAP, and
these through sanctions a

implementing
la Poland and
solidarity. But since the proceedings of the
Carter Centre seminar fail to identify any
internal force for change in Africa, the
reference to solidarity simply appears
demagogic. The conclusion is in reality no
less than a call for further foreign intervention to "democratise"

political life

on

the

Crisis of Africanism

and divide ranks in the face of

resistance and

view that this call reflects less a

resulting factional strife in
study after study of "tribalism" as further

evidence of the force of "U'adition" rampant
in "primordial" Africa.
But this attempt to

strike out on its own,
language specific to its own
analysis, proved short-lived and unfortunate. Embarrassed at the exposure that in
its very language of analysis Africanism
had set up an epistemological curtain between the object of its analysis and the rest
of humanity, between Africa and the rest of
the world, between the world of the savage
to create a

"tribalism" and began to use the more
universalist terminology of "ethnicity".

crisis of Africa than it does the crisis of

Once

Africanism in North America. I shall argue
that the proceedings of the Carter Centre

the

they are, seminar participants found it
meaningful to relate policies to interests,
and concl ude that a change in policies is not

presently finds itself. And furthermore, that
this predicament is not forced upon the discipline of Africanism by the nature of
society it analyses but by an internal crisis
comprising at least three dimensions: a
reliance on a borrowed paradigm and on officially generated information, reinforced
by its distance from popular movements.

possible without a change in interests at the
political helm.
Political Shift
A number of contributions dwell on

this.

Achille Mbembe argues that "the transition
from a clientelistic logic ... to a market

seminar demonstrate

Let

brilliantly the cul-de-

in which Afiricanism in North America

me

elaborate.

A Borrowed

Paradigm: State

Society

is unlike its elder cousin. Orientalism,

authoritarian bureaucracies of Black

Africanism has yet to come of age. The
hallmark of its stunted growth has been its

("transfer of property") to "genuine liberalisation". Ernest J. Wilson III distinguishes between varying degrees of policy changes
and concludes that each will require a corresponding political shift. Richard Sklar argues that the only way to cure "rent-seeking behaviour" is to make policy-makers
"accountable" to society. Thus, the coneluding call of the seminar that successful
to

go beyond "simple privatisation"
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again, it returned to the larger fold, to
family of comparative studies, now to
write in the language of "pluralism".
But the retreat was only tactical. The
crisis of Africanism persisted. For "modernisation" no longer seemed a cure for "ethnicity": rather, "modernisation" seemed to
intensify "ethnic consciousness" and "ethnic

persistent inability to be creative in confrontation with its subject matter. The unfortunate tendency of Africanism has been
to borrow paradigms from the larger field
of Comparative Studies, but without
demonstrating a capacity to contribute to
the stock of the family’s intellectual assets.
Hour of Birth

This was true at the hour of its birth, the
1960s, also the dawn of state independence

conflict".

Neither

could

this

phenomenon be celebrated as evidence of
a healthy "pluralism", for unlike the com-

parativists who saw in pluralism the surest
sign of a healthy political life. Africanism
saw

vs

logic" will be sabotaged by "the
Africa"; he thus calls for political reforms

popular

accumulation crisis, it

an

documented the

by Earnest J. Wilson ni, "the statist urban
bias of the African political leaders rests on
a bedrock political coalition ofanti-market,
anti-agricultural elements." {Papers, p.
137) Hard-nosed political scientists that

sac

liberally

of writings on "modemisation" and wrote tonnes on the epic struggle
between "tradition" and "modernity" as the
sum and substance of the process of
development It eulogised the process of
state-building in independent Africa as a
process of "nation-building". And when the
manager of the new states began to quibble

and that of the civilised,. Africanism
retreated. It abandoned the language of

continent!

It is my

in Africa. Africanism borrowed
from the corpus

thorough-going political reform.

the starting point is Robert Bates and

the rational choice theorists. As summed up

requires

in "ethnicity" the opposite,

gence
tified

the

resur-

of "particularisms" which it idenundermining national

as a cancer

health!

Creative Departures
In this

intervening lull, the family of

Africanists could be found demoralised and
scattered. The "survival
Africanists then

was to

strategy" of
appropriate the Ian-

Some appeared in the
of "dependencia", while yet others
began to talk the language of "class formation". An eclectic blend of borrowing beguage of their critics.
garn

came a

substitute for fresh creative depar-

tures.
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This lull is now drawing to a close. For
the second time in its short life, US
Africanism has borrowed a new paradigm,

change in Western societies
scientists

lock-stock and barrel, from the

some

50 years ago.

Politi-

family of
comparative studies. This is the paradigm
structured around the polarity state vs civil
society. It is, of course, in the very nature

recapitulate that experience

of second-hand clothes that

state-centred

they all fit

cal science is

an

timate

attempt to read reality: but

tant

in the second-hand of

"realism" of Africanism, and you get a par-

ticularly ill fit which in my opinion is likely to have a life-span even shorter than did
earlier "modernisation" theory.
At the Carter Centre seminar, just about
every Africanism paid homage under this
new banner. Just about
everyone. I shall
discuss the dissidents in context Within
this broad consensus, however, there was a

difference in emphasis. While both sides
agreed that the reality in Africa — the mofive force of its contemporary development
is the

struggle between state and society,
they differed on which of the two is the
potential source of reform.
—

State-enforced
The argument

for state-enforced reform
is put forth by Callaghy; that for society initiated reform by Sklar. The former advocated greater state autonomy to enable
reform; the latter called for greater state ac-

countability. The tension between the two,
autonomy and acountability, is clear from
the papers, as we shall see, Callaghy unabashedly argued that democracy will
reduce state autonomy and thus undermine
the possibility of reform! But the clash
never

surfaced in the open

during the seminar, it can only be discerned from a reading
of the papers, one assumes because what
united the two points of view was more im-

portant than what divided them.

Thus, Richard Sklar’s partial critique of
the state- centred perspective:

Many political scientists have rediscovered the state, a traditional sub-

ject of political inquiry which antecedes the age of industrial era
ideologies. This, too, will pass. State
centred studies ofsocial and political
Sapem October. 1990

to

on a

inadequacy of

approaches to social
theory is clearly intimated by the ul-

a

Africanism, the
relationship is reversed as the reality is read
from the paradigm! But combine the limitations of the state-society paradigm with the

probably destined

world-scale. The

borrower. For the fact is that, no matter
what its merits, at its inception, the

paradigm is

were

rendered obsolete by behavioural

reformulation of every impor-

question about the

state as a

state-society relationship question.
But Sklar writes from within the
parameters of the state-society paradigm.
Within that framework, whose distinguish-

ing feature is the polarity it sets up between
society, he raises a question of emphasis, he does not question the
the state and civil

these; surely, these great facts of social life
but shape the character of the state
power and state policy in different
cannot

countries.

Unlike

Hyden’s

vacuous generalisation
(African) state suspended in
mid-air above society", Sklar does recognise the existence of a variety of state forms
in Africa when he wonders why "rent-seeking behaviour on the part of state officials"
has been "combated" in Kenya and Zim-

about "the

babwe, but not elsewhere. But Sklar cannot
answer

the question

satisfactorily for he is

unable to link the
state

forms

to

question of changing
the struggle within civil

society.
Similarly, Richard Sklar notes somewhat
uncomfortably that "African data do not

polarity itself. As such, his is the voice of

disclose strong or systematic CQr.-el2,'ions'

the

between democracy and capitalist develop-

loyal opposition.

If,

Sklar argues, "every important
question about the state" must be formuas

lated "as

state-society relationship question", then we are compelled to question the
very polarity between state and society as
central to social theory. Fw there exists no
Chinese Wall between state and society.
Forces within society penetrate the state
differentially, just as the state power reina

forces certain social interests and undermines others. Not

only is the struggle be-

tween social forces found within civil

society and telescoped inside the state, it
shapes the very character of state power.

ment.

But he fails to grasp the analytic com-

plications of this observation. As amply
brought out in the decade-long debate
around dependency theory, the paths to
development (whether capitalist or
socialist) are various and contradictory.
The

experience of African countries with

"development" is not uniform. This diversity cannot be rendered meaningful by just
tracing it to different state policies; in the
event it is, the result is likely to be anecdotal and anthropological. It must be traced
further, to the very interests and struggles
in civil society.
The State and Civil

Marginal Issue
The

relationship between social procesissue from
the point of view of the state-society
paradigm. But surely there is a world of a
difference between a country where largescale agrarian interests are the primary
ses

and state power is a marginal

producers of social wealth (as in Zimbabwe, Kenya, Ivory Coast and Malawi),
as opposed to where this wealth is
produced
by a sea of small peasants confronting merchant capital, whether private or parastatal
(as in Uganda or Tanzania), or where state
revenue is drawn primarily in the form of
"rent" from strategic minerals, with the
peasantry a marginalised majority (as in
Zaire or Zambia). Surely, the concrete
character of the process of production of social wealth and, therefore, of state revenue;
how it shapes the contours of the social
groups that develop, their demands and
their capacities to wage struggles around

Society

As their state-centred counterparts, the
society-centred theorists too set up a onesided opposition between the state and civil

society. The difference is that while the
see in civil society nothing but an
ensemble of "particularisms", the latter
tend to glamourise civil society and present
it as non-contradictory. This, however, is
only possible from a distance, from a
vantage point that allows either broad
brushstrokes leading to equally broad
generalisation, or microscopic concentration on minutia?? This is the real failing of
the society-centred group amongst the
fOTmer

Africanists.
The

tendency to glamourise civil society

and {»"esent

it as non-contradictory finds

a

variety of expressions in the seminar
proceedings. The most naive instance is
found in the papers of Diamond and Bratton who are given to celebrating the
development of any association provided it
is "voluntary", whatever be the interests or31

ganised in and through it! Far less naive but
just as crippled analytically by the new
paradigm is a scholar like Robinson whose
paper focuses on "new forms of grass roots
participation" in Burkina Faso (1983-87)
and Nigeria (1979-84). While the extremely interesting narrative describes ideological and political struggles internal to civil
society and factional struggles within the
state, both part of a larger process leading
to developments such as the coup in
Burkina Faso in 1987, the conclusion suecumbs to the group refrain and confirms
"these struggles between the state and civil
society as explaining the events under consideration!
This methodological bias, towards treating civil society as non-contradictory and

homogenous, easily lends itself to substituting description for analysis, and to
swinging like a pendulum between singlecountry narratives and Africa-wide

generalisation. The more ambitious
scholars, like Hyden, stretch the findings of
their concrete but limited studies on particular countries into generalities about
"Africa". More modest scholars, such as
Holm
are

on

Botswana and Mikell on Ghana,

content to

reproduce summaries of ear-

lier country studies.
A few go beyond

regimes say they are for the good
of the people, none do it.
On the basis of a finding none-toosurprising that all advertisements exaggerate, he concludes that all products are
equally bad!
All

"Realism", OfTicially Circumscribed

It

was

acknowledged that there are

few alternatives at present to these
politics.

questions do so
basis of concrete investigations

Two articles that raise
not on

the

of social processes but of narratives

that un-

derline contradictions internal to official

publications
narrative

on

and IMF

or programmes. Such is the
the evolution of Wwld Bank

policies by Lancaster, or

An exceptional contribution that has
potentially the effect of liberating
Africanism not only from the constraint of

official data but also from that of official

perspectives they reinforce, comes from
the pen of Thomas Bierstecker. His argument

is three-fold. With respect to an

analysis of the principle actors in the reform
drama
African leaderships, intemational financial institutions (IFIs)—Bierstecker points out that none of these are acting in
a historical vacuum". To understand their
true significance is to put them in a social,
historical and policy context. Thus the
leadership of African states that have
"simultaneously reversed decades of in—

context of the

interesting, but also in the nawarnings, are the contributions by
McGaffey and Jane Guyer. MacGaffey
ridicules the very assumptions embodied in
the SAP. Based on concrete investigations
she has been making along with a number
of Zairos scholars, McGaffey argues that
while official figures in and about ZAire
show the "official economy" to be shrinking, actual investigations show the "real
economy" to be expanding. Thus, while
Far

more

policy" are infact operating "in a
exhaustion of post-colonial
economic models". Similarly, the IFIs are
"an important institutional enforcement
mechanism for the international financial
regime and global power of capital".

Hostages

of

SAP is devised in response to

the "official"

trend, the need of the hour is for p ogrammes that will respond to the "real" trends on
the

ground.
Guyer’s starting point is also the conCrete situation. Starting from the premise
that the impact of the same general
prescription, like "liberalisation", must
vary depending on the concrete situation,
she sounds a warning that SAP may be
having contradictory and even negative
consequences. Pointing out that most
African states lack either the control over

ignorance of concrete social

liberalisation

Guyer thus calls for the need to
study loctd linkages.

economies.

dustrial

tion that states in North America, Europe or

cial claims of success of

banking, to the brain
drain, and to the dollarisation of local

boost to merchant

prescriptions of Africa’s economic
ills, coming from the IMF and the EGA
respectively.
Assumptions

official

society is

processes. This in turn feeds the tendency
of most scholars to take at face value offi-

periences in other parts of the world. To
back up this claim, she points to such unintended consequences of devaluation as the

Sommerville’s sketch of two contrasting

their economies or over economic informa-

The romanticisation of civil
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much:

ture

narration and attempt
a topology of regime types on the continent.
Rothchild characterises regime types on the
basis of whether they use political or
military means to resolve internal conflict.
But since this is hardly the single most important feature distinguishing political
regimes (let alone state forms) in Africa, the
attempt remains not only modest but also
superficial. Kasfir attempts a topology on
the basis of regime ideology and in the
process ends up with a conclusion that
reaches the jyoportions of the truly banal:

reinforced by

initiated by external agencies
(particularly the IMF’s Structural Adjustment Programme). There is a remarkable
silence about the differential impact of
these programmes on social groups in the
continent While some simply assume that
intention is automatically translated into effeet, that advertisement is the product,
others just accept and reconcile themselves
to these programmes as part of "reality”.
The seminar report blandly states just so

programmes

the Soviet Union do,

Guyer contends that

likely to be several intended consequences" of programmes drawn from ex¬

there

are

Secondly, the significance of reform
policies they enforce can also be grasped
only by separating changes that are easily
reversible (e.g, concerning money simply,
budgets allocations) from those that are
truly institutional. And finally how durable
the adjustment is likely to be will depend
on the ideological coherence and political

capacities of the forces ranged for and
against these policies, and the very internal
consistency of the reform package (e.g, can
the private sector in most African countries
survive without state subsidy?). These
questions are significant because they go
beyond the narrow empiricism that turns so
many Africanists into hostages of official
figures and their claims.
Bierstecker (and MacGaffey and Guyer)
notwithstanding the majority of Africanists
continue with their touching faith in official
claims, especially if these originate from
governments or agencies outside Africa. As
a result, the majority tends to be trapped in
contradictions of their own making. 1 shall
cite some instances from the official Report
of the seminar.
An

interesting debate unfolds in the

papers on

the political significance of

economic reform programmes, particularly
Sapem October, 1990

SAP. The contrasting points of views are
best articulated in the contributions of Lofchie and Hayden. While Lofchie argues
that the

political consequence of SAP is to
end the sovereignty of African countries,
Hyden tends to ridicule those who claim
that "Africa is in the process of being
recolonised". While the Seminar Report
rebukes Hyden and reflect on the majOTity
view
"fears expressed about the gradual
—

recolonisation of Africa cannot be dismissed as more posturing" — far more in-

teresting are the assumptions held by that
majority about the consequences of SAO
for African societies.
These assumptions come out in contribu-

faces against reform is not to impose a
reformist dictatorship from above but to accelerate the organisation of pro-reform social forces. This is why the ignorance of real
social processes and real social forces that

struggle for democratisation is so crippling
for Africanists.
Protestations
It is not a lesson of the history of Africa
that every new coloniser has come to it in
the guise of liberator? That very limitation

self-government has been affected in the
name of good government? The
organisers
of the seminar did honestly and clearly anon

nounce

tions from

Abamathy, Joseph and Calaghy.
They share an uncritical acceptance of official claims that externally-enforced
"reform" programmes "work". Thus, while
Abamathy is concerned that SAP undermines sovereigns in Africa, he also
proceeds on the basis of the "urban bias"
thesis, the intellectual underpining of SAP,
and

assumes

that rural

areas are

their intentions from the outset:

The

underlying premise of the semithat a considerable store of
knowledge about the African
predicament circulated largely
within the academic community, and
nor was

uniform

tional

Caught in a perspective which sd^ the very
forces that undermine African sovereignty
as the only source of internal reform and effective at that, Abamathy ends up posting a
contradiction between sovereignty (state
independence) and rationality (policy
reform). Joseph implicitly accepts the same

ment.

sequences will be telling in the longer run
and whether the end result will be
recolonisation or transformation or a mix.

Contradiction

if an African
patriot read the proceedings of the Carter
Centre seminar as a gathering of Latter-day
secular missionaries, consultants to the new

colonisers of Africa.
Distance from

"prebendalism", Hyden: "economy of affection"), democratic reform must surely
look like magnifying the problem. This implication is boldly underlined by Callaghy.
Arguing that the ability to implement
economic reforms is primarily influenced
by the government’s degree of autonomy"
from organised social forces, Callaghy
concludes that democracy reduces state
autonomy and makes reform more difficulL One is reminded of the debates on the
eve of Africa’s independence when the first

generation of Africanists speculated on the
contradiction between
and

"self-government
"good government" in the coming

period.
But these moral dilemmas are of the
Africanists own making. A popular

response to an

existing balance of social

Sapem October, 1990

dressed to Uncle Sam. Whether it is recommendations on "new forms of governance"
from Hyden ot Johnson or pleas on the need
for accountability from Young and Stier,
these read like {xescriptions tacked on to a

description, not a synthesis derived from a
analysis of the problem. Because
it lacks a concrete understanding of the
problem. Africanism forced to impose on
its subject a solution from without.
It is not unusual for such a methodological bias to go hand-in-hand with open and
concrete

democratic protestations. The Carter
Centre seminar, after all, resounded with
calls for "the African people to seize the in-

itiative, but this did not stop its participants

Popular Movements

posturing is the contribution by Frank
Holmquist. In a thought provoking paper,
he

away both from a non-contradicconception of civil society and from a
prescriptive temptation. In an attempt to
make sense of the struggle within civil
society, Holmquist distances himself from
moves

tory

those Africanists "who define African

The real shortcoming of Africanism is its
distance from popular struggles inside the

society

countries of Africa. Where this is combined
with a similar distance from popular move-

question of what type of change and of the
agency of change.
Inspite of a desire to be "relevant" and
well-meaning concern fa the crisis that is

ments at

The same contradiction is formulated by
another group of Africanists in different
worlds. For those who argue that the root of
the crisis lies in the clientelism (Joseph:

agencies and our own govern-

Would it be an exaggeration

formulation and wonders which of the con-

of democratic forces, their ctq)acities and

conceptions; instead, it tends to turn into a
shopping list of Christmas wishes ad-

joining in a chorus, calling on the
government to impose "political conditionalities" on Africa for its own good.
One exception to such well-intentioned

decision makers in ^ica, interna-

beneficiaries of reforms initiated by SRP.

democracy thus stops shot of an analysis

from

that this should be made accessible
to

of concrete struggles for reform inside
African societies. Their discussion on

home, the results introduce

an

anti-demociadc bias in their very perspecdve. It is not an accident that the Carter
Centre seminar failed

to

identify

an agen-

cy for change inside the continent but instead ended up calling for a solution im-

posed on Africa from the outside.
Let me recall the division between statecentrists and society-centrists inside
Africanism. We have seen that the former
are

it

a

openly hostile to democracy, seeing in
tiuoat to state autonomy and therefore

refam. But if the existing state powers
are to initiate policy reforms, who is to
reform the reformer? It is understandable
that they look for an answer to this question
outside the boundaries of Africa.
But why should society-centred theorists
to

pick up the same refrain? They are led to it
inspite of their democratic protestations.
Because they lack a concrete analysis of
civil society and its contradictory character
they are unable to identify the development

as the cause of the problematic
African state." The result is to pose both the

Africa, motives that may have been widely
the Africanists who
gathered at Carter Centre seminar, there is
shared amongst

pause before rushing to look for
"the solution" to Africa’s "predicament".
Because the African reality is not
uniform but various, there is likely to be not
one but several "solutions" in response to
it. And because these "solutions" will inreason to

evitably be shaped by real struggles for real
social forces

on

the continent,

they cannot

be

thought out in a splendid isolation or
professional studies or consulting offices,
rather, their outlines can only be discerned
through an understanding of concrete
struggles for social transformation in the
African continentO

Mahmood Mamdan is a researcher with
the Makerere

University, Kampala,

Uganda.
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LIBERATION FORUM

Unity In Action Among Liberation
Movements
Itumeleng J. Mosala (President ofAzania People’s

Organisation)

lot has been happening in South Africa that Southern Africa Political and
Economic Monthly (SAPEM) has launched^ from now on, 'The Liberation Forum" which
is designed to project the views of various leaders of the National Liberation Movement.
QUITE

a

The following

article is a speech delivered at the Black Lawyers'Association

NE of the

O

while it

dents in 1985/86 would not have happened;

problems of today’s

was

people in the

the massacre of black

struggle against the white apartheid

meeting.

violence that has

minority regime is that

born in South Africa, it was

gripped Natal in the last

would have been made difficult.

few years

processed and packaged in Great Britain

Indeed, the carnage in Thokoza, Vosloorus,

and in the United States of America. The

Kagiso and Soweto just recently, would

latter two countries are the

porters of two dangerous

chief

ex-

probably never have happened.
Unfortunately, idealism, like logic, is not

political com-

potentially fascist, unresponsive conservatism; and 2) white
liberal populist activism. Both commodities are a product of a culture
rooted in a dangerous love of the media
floodlights. But as one Afro-American
revolutionary poetic tradition indicates:

modities: 1)

The revolution will not be

truth. The fact of the matter is that there
not one

particularly appreciate that the task of
liberation is not one of establishing abstract
rights. For in other countries where no fundamental restructuring of society has taken

be
purely abstract and meaningless for the
economically powerless members of the
society. We will not be hoodwinked by petit
bourgeois liberal democratic enticements

place, these rights have been found to

our

country.

And it is doubt-

should be one, homogeneous, united libera-

Itumeleng Mosala

tion movement.
Like other black

The Historical

Legacy

Ideally, it^ould have been nice to have
like to say that we

in

ful whether it is ever desirable that there

and the revolution will not appear on

We in AZAPO would

homogeneous, united liberation

movement

imported,

Network television.

is

homogeneous united liberation
movement It would have been nice for ob-

had

one

example, there would
have been little if no tensions at all among

vious reasons. Fex

people in the world are

thinking, creative and diverse people. They
are not intellectually or conceptually
homogeneous simply by virtue
black. Like other people,
of history

of being

they are products

and society and many times, vie-

tims of history

and society.

behind the

gigantic task of overthrowing

of liberation movements is,
therefore, a blessing and not a curse. It is a
welcome development of the black strug-

the system

of apartheid capitalism would

gle for liberation in occupied Azania. It was

opposed to the same enemy.
Mobilisation of the masses of the people

those

have been made easier. Fewer

people

The plurality

right that different traditions of

struggle
of

should have evolved in the course

only leave the majority of

killed in internecine political
strife. The prospect of divisions among the

people in poverty, but will system!cally impoverish them with the blessing of
a black political ruling class.

oppressed as a result of the work of the oppressors in our midst would be greatly
diminished. Above all, the Witdoek inci¬

thing, that different liberation movements
should have come into being to reflect the

which will not
black
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would get

resistance. It is

a

our

good thing and not a bad
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nature
our

of our

wrestling with the problem of

Liberation

I would like to put

the traditions of

it to

you

that each of

struggle, represented by

the various liberation movements, is not

only

a

product of particular historical cir-

cumstances, but in fact represents a

development on the struggle of our people
for national and social liberation.

Black

learned

politics of resistance has

to

understand itself. It has

scourge. We must disown it without
paralysing ourselves in moral self-pity bom
of petit bourgeois political puritanism.
a

Crisis of the Black Politics of

liberation.

not

We must not behave like

no sense

of itself as a politics of liberation. The point

pre-industrial mortals. We

is,

know the

we are

counny as
ever

waging the struggle in our
if no one else in the world has

fought the

war

of liberation befwe us.

reason

superstitious
are not.

for the crisis in

We

our com-

munity. It is, of course, a simple but
dangerous reason; Power, or the illusion of

Stanley Aronowitz

Power, is in sight Liberation is in danger of

devastating problem of historical

We suffer from what

Struggle for Freedom and Pluralism

calls

This

plurality of libera-

amnesia. Mapping out the political and

being eclipsed by Power. And we should
make no mist^e, there are many erstwhile

tion movements is not in itself to be

ideological blind alleys into which the New

enemies of our cause who are now prepared

Left movement of the late 1960s and early

to

means

regarded

as

involved in

gle

means

that the

unfortunate. After all,
a

we are

struggle for liberation. Strug-

that

even

of the new left was guilty of a
kind of collective amnesia, having
rejected the idea that historical
knowledge and living traditions
could prevent repetition of past er-

against those of our own whose souls

and minds

are

in the

pockets of

our ex-

ploiters. This we must do for as Steve Bantu
Biko

so

The

aptly observed:

most potent

weapon

of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed.
We must not allow the detractors of our

lackeys, to induce a paralysing sense of
guilt on us by deliberately, maliciously and
in

typically populist manner, confusing our

plurality with

our

The crisis of

in our strug-

gle. There is debilitating disunity. But surely it is the height of racism to equate black
political plurality with disunity while treating white ideological and political plurality

our

black

mass movement

And

gripped by

a

with their non-white

tion.

diversity.

This confusion of disunity
is not

with plurality

only the product of deliberate

lackeys. It is not even

only the outcome of the power of the state
ideological apparatuses, represented chiefly by the SABC and SATV. More
dangerously, this confusion is the result of
a deep crisis of the black
politics of liberation.
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an

is

not that

the

there

are

many

liberation

move-

The issue is that fex the first time in

history of our struggle,

we are killing
simply because we are different
and disagree. This aspect of our struggle is

each other

the call to

languishing in apartheid

Onkgopotse Abram Tiro, Mapetla Mohapi
and Steve Bantu Biko, spilt by the apartheid
regime in an attempt to destroy the Azanian
revolution.
Black

people must get off the pseudoreligious political clap trap about reconciliation which

knows

engaging
phrasemongering that

we are so wont to

in. This is liberal

nothing about real reconciliation.

Leave matters of reconciliation to

us

religious people and

we will tell you that
genuine reconciliation is not about drinking
tea with

white

The issue, as AZAPO sees it, therefore,

ments.

ultimately

prisons. We must remember the blood of

ideological distortion by the theorists and
agents of the white ruling classes together

democratic

so

others spent

inability to
see the need for ideological plurality. And
out of this politics of baptism by activist immersion only comes pohtical intolerance.
Ideological one partyism is a direct offspring of this crisis in the politics of libera-

as

com-

Sobukwe, Rolihlahla Nelson Mandela,

form of political malnutrition

works itself out in terms of

speak
is that the

Walter Sisulu, Neville Alexander and

dang^us theoretical kwashiorkor. Such
an extreme

—

unity in action is not
simply a relevant call. It is a desperate and
urgent call. Black people must remember
all the years that Mangaliso Robert

politics consists
is

man

destroy the Azanian revolution.

of the fact that the majority of the followers

of the

religious

me to

Power" to undermine and

buried.

disunity.

There is, of course, disunity

and allow

imperialists and their settler colonial

anybody over thirty’, the
proposition that older people are
somehow a prior plagued by
memories and beliefs, habits of
thought and action, ought to be

white liberal types and their servile black

—

piadOT agents are going to use "The Will to

trust

struggle, especially the self-righteous

the road to power in order to

of God, I am a

rors. ActionIexperience was to take
precedence over history and
memory. In this respect, one cannot
but be impressed by the naivete ofthe
widely disseminated notion ‘Don’t

in the hands

us on

The truth of God

Much

freedom not only against the oppressors but

join

eliminate the ixospect of liberation forever.

1970s had led itself, he observes:

struggle for

we are to

a

white

people

people, or going to bed with

anything like that It is
rightful
owners, it is about the repossession of the
economy by the nation that produces the
wealth of the country, it is about the creaor

about the return of the land to its

tion of

culture and

history by one
people in one country under the same set of
one

one
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s

material conditions. For this we need to establish

unity in action of the national libera-

tion movements.

Unity in Action
The position of AZAPO on

the matter of

unity in action is made clear in the resolutions of our National Congress which took
place in March 1990. It is worth citing the
resolutions at length. Our commitment to

principle of unity in action against the
system and people who opjM'ess us is contained Hrst of all in our resolution on internecine political violence. We resolved;
to outlaw violence in the liberation
movement as a matter of principle;
as a matter of policy to recognise the
plurality of the liberation movement;
* to call on all black liberation movements

the

•

•

i

commit themselves to an all-in con-

to

sultative conference to seek ways
means

of ending

and

the violence at its root;

and
•

such

a

confereiKe will demonstrate that

recognise that settling

non-antagonistic conflicts amongst and
between ourselves is more important
than consulting with the ruling class’
security forces and other reactionary
groupings.
The Central Committee of AZAPO

took

by its Congress very
seriously. We did this not only because we

these decisions

mandated to do so but because we,

ourselves, believed in them. We believed in

significance in the task of
liberating our people. AZAPO was worried

them for their

about the prospect of an
ture
our

uncontrollable cul-

and paralysing
communities in such a way that the
of violence developing

gain time to set the struggle
back. Above all, we were concerned about
the fact that the black community would
have to absorb yet another dose of violence
in addition to the violence that the oppressors have already perpetrated against black
people.
Because we took these decisions serious-

enemy can

ly, we entered into talks and discussions
with other organisations. We agreed to
form joint structures to ensure that the
safety of black people is secured. The fact
36

capable of preventing the eruption of
violence have emerged from these structures except in those cases where members
had already been killed is a serious indictment against the liberation movements.
An even

greater commitment of AZAPO

principle of unity in action is
reflected by our decisions contained in the
resolution on Negotiations. The following
are excerpts from part of that resolution:

to

Believing:
that no solution can

apply in the absence

participatory democratic involveoppressed and exploited in
resolution of the conflict in our

of the
ment

the

of the

direction and methods of

struggle should reside within the ranks
of the oppressed and exploited under
their determined resolve and right to

oppressed and exploited community is yet to demonstrate its decisive
power to translate the negotiation cation
to a meaningful exercise;
that the

that

negotiation can only take place
equal paitners; and

among

that notwithstanding

the above, the S.A.

regime still controls the keys to prisons
and retain political, military and
economic power over

conflict in Azanian liberation struggle,

As a follow up to this resolution, AZAPO

organisations definite
proposals about a consultative conference
to discuss the future of our country. We
believe that such a conference will not only
unite us in the process of taking our country "
through an acceptable settlement of its conflicts, but also will produce a more mean-

before these

democratisation
and emancipation of the country and its oppressed and exploited masses,
So far,

replied formally and officially. We are confident that a planning meeting ofthe leadership of these organisations

of the

oppressed and labour movements be
convened whereupon the multiplicity of
viewpoints could be resolved;
that such a conference be charged with
responsibility to reappraise developcountry with a view to freeing the oj^ressed and exploited from F.
W. De Klerk’s programme of crisis
management in order to organise for
power, participatory democracy,
equality, justice, land and redistribution
of wealth and a unitary state; and

should take

place soon followed by an announcement
of the date of the consultative
It is

our

conference.

belief that this can only be in the

interest of the liberation of our people and
country,
This said, I must add

that our view is that

struggle will amount to no more than a
unite

neo-colonial settlement if we cannot
the efforts of the

fOTe resolved;
that a conference of organisations

AZAPO has received positive

responses from the PAC, WOSA, New
Unity Movement and ANC, albeit that
some of these organisations have not yet

our

Believing these things. Congress there-

ments in our

has entered into discussions with all the
black liberation movements. We have put

the liberation for-

ces.

the

the Organisation of African

ingful programme for the

country;
that the pace,

call upon

Unity (OAU), the United Nations, the
Frontline States to desist from selective
recognition of liberation organisations to
the exclusion of the BCMA, thereby fuelling and promoting inter-organisational

to the

self-determination;

the movements

were

that no appreciable set of recommendations

^

oppressed people around

genuine socialist programme. The point
such a programme cannot be offered to
^ny of our oppressors, local ones or

international ones, the

people of our

country will have to fight for it themselves.
We urge such a programme in the spirit
of the black consciousness principle of

black solidarity for black power now
elaborated upion and refined by AZAPO in
terms of the notionpf black solidarity for a
socialist Azania. We owe our unity to our
people and to those who fought and died for
the liberation of our

people.

AMANDLAIÖ
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GENDER ISSUES

The Status of Women in

Botswana
M. Madisa
HE aim of this paper

T
after

is to give

account of the current
women

an

Women by virtue of being female, were ex-

their country

situation of

peeled to remain quiet, humble and subser-

formerly performed by men,
increasing their workload without any
improvement in their material conditions

in Botswana, two decades

independence. Various aspects of

their lives will he examined to
there has been any

and to concentrate their

men

the home in the fields

concerns on

or to

transmission of cultural values, but not to

which could have

the changes or lack

impose themselves on male society.
Though women did have certain rights

the

of

them, it is imperative that the period
prior to independence be briefly revisited.

thos eof the male members of their families.

As in most countries of Southern Africa,

But the traditional Tswana

there is

served

enable

the

a

general analysis of Botswana, but

a

same

sues.

fair amount of recorded data to

does not hold true for women’s is-

In fact, the

writings of the pre-inde-

pendence period reflected mankind minus
The

anthropological approach
analysing Botswana society

women.

used in

reflected

"invisible

sub-group of
patriarchal Botswana society". Inspite of
these limitations, Schapera in particular, in
his works did pinpoint two important
aspects of Botswana society which are still
prevalent today viz the subordination of
women

women as

to men and the

played by

women

important role
in agriculture.

Women and Traditional Tswana

Society

The traditional Setswana
characterised

by

labour amongst

a system

society is
of division of

different members of the

family unit. This division of labour
revolved around

an

agricultural economic

system in which women and children

were

ntainly involved in subsistence agriculture
and domestic chores, while men con-

centrated on livestock management
external affairs of the
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and the

family and nation.

under traditional

law, these differed from

society as obby Molokomme "had no alternative

but to recognise the positive economic con-

tribution of

women

because

nearly all of

the agricultural work and the distribution of

its fruits

was

Women had
power

left in the hands of
some

women.

degree of economic

and they played an important social

role in the

family unit

to step

in, to

thus

if

assess

noticeable change.

In order to appreciate

viant towards

and women had

roles

assume

new

helped them to cope with

economic demands.

Post-Independence Policies
After

attaining independence in 1966,important objectivs of the

the most

Botswana state
and

political

were to

power

build

an

economic

base. This approach

and the total lack of attention to issues af-

fecting women is evident throughout all the
Develq)ment Plans. The official
position of the Botswana government was
succinctly presented by the country’s Attorney-General at a democracy project conNational

ference in 1988 when he said:

The period between colonisation and in-

dependence
remaining

saw an

powers as a

erosion of those

result of the intro-

duction of new economic, social and politi-

cal structures. The entry
economy

of money

altered the former male and

female traditional roles, and women had to
assume

greater responsibilities for

decision-making within the family and
domestic economy.
taxes

The introduction of
by the colonial government and a

serious lack of industrial

development in

Botswana, forced young able-bodied men
to leave the land in

pursuit of cash income

in the South African mines and industries
as

contracted migrant labourers

Ax' periods

of 9 to 12 months. This meant they were not

directly contributing to the

economy

of

'The Botswana government does not

seek

to

protect group

Botswana is loathe to

rights

create

.

.

.

groups

rights which could promote tribalism
and thus undermine national

solidarity."
As recently as

the status of

1986, a UNICEF report on

women

and children in

Botswana noted that"...
urban and rural

women

in both

significant vulwhose situation is aggravated by various factors such as high
fertility rates, illiteracy, lack of resources,
nerable group

limited

.

areas are a
.

.

employment ofqrartunities and

un*

favourable cultural attitudes" and that"...
there is

prove

urgent need to drastically imtheir situation as mothers, household
an

heads, farmers and workers".
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Government attitudes towards women’s

issues have set both the tone and pace of the

the low

participation rates of women in the

labour force.

development of the women’s movement in

Several studies have pointed to
impoverished status of women, in par-

Number of Households

the country.
the

ticular to the over 50% who reside in the
rural

areas

with less

formal

access to

employment, depending mainly on the
rural economy

which

no

longer generates

sufficient benefits for their livelihood. The

Urban %

Rural %

Male Heads

57,9

52,6

Female Heads

42,1

47,4

significant changes in or even
pretence on the part of government to be attending to women’s issues.
saw

no

National

One

Migrant Study

major study which revealed the

plight of women was the National Migrant
Study *NMS) carrie dout in the late 1970s.
An unintended outcome of the

study was

the revelation of the adverse effect male

migration into towns has had on the work
marriage pat-

roles of males and females,

child-bearing and the role of women
in development in general. The importance

terns,

of NMS
issue

was

as

gender

it used the female-headed

household
can

that "it addressed the

as

the unit of analysis

and this

be used to influence policy as is evident

by the constant referral to the study in NDP
VI. Another researcher Jones-Dube had

this to

the

(NIR 1989)

development,

they have been largely ignored by
policy-makers, ridiculed in the press
for feminist action and essentially
relegated to a back seat in many
aspects of national development.
What surprisingly alarmed the government was

the information

on

the increasing

number of female-headed households and

newly formed Emang Basadi Women’s

books

from the statute
legislation which is discriminatory

towards

women

and to create

a

situation

19,3

where women’s contribution in the

Females

30,6

development of the country receives proper

The attention

given to women’s issues in

Botswana went

against the spirit of the UN
and the 1980 Copen-

decade for

women

hagen Conference which interpreted

recognition. These differences have led to
the failure by women’s groups to identify a
common platform from which they can address issues

pertaining to women.

equality not only to mean legal equality and

The Role of the Women’s Affairs Unit

the elimination of all forms of dis-

(WAU)

criminatory practices against women, but

in 1988,
Women’s Affairs Unit under the Ministry of Home Af-

also

equality of rights, responsibilities and

opportunities for the participation of
women
in development both as
beneficiaries and

as

active agents.

Each UN member state
create a

was

given

an

opportunity to play a

central role as intellectuals, policy-makers,

planners, contributors and beneficiaries in
the economic, political and social developof their

for

years

respective countries. While
early 1980s were rich

women

internationally, the

women’s movement in Botswana was vir-

tually non-existent.
Social Welfare

Women, Youth Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) and
on

Girl Guides

con-

social welfare activities like

knitting, sewing and typing classes which
traditional female

occupations, but
never raised issues specifically pertaining
to women. They were always at pains in
are

fairs. The role of WAU

was

to

co-ordinate

women’s issues and
their full participation in national development The objectives of the Unit
to promote

are:

to

disseminate

information

bn

governmental and non-governmental
assistance programmes and other areas
affecting women, and
to assess

the

participation of women in

different sectors of the economy.
In addition, during the same year (1981),

Development Planning

inter-minup to work

Committee (WODPLAQ, an

existing non-government organisa(NGOs) like Botswana Council of

centrated

government established the

the Women’s

Organisations

The
tions

As a reaction to the NMS report

government policy on

requited to

positive climate in which women

could be

justifying every action or ]X)sition they took
on

national issues and strove to stress that

theya re non-political (I assume this means
38

A case in point is that of

Males

The number

dertaken in national

recently formed

get government to remove

Participation Rates
(Unemployment rates %)

the late 1970s and

of roles women are required to play in daily life includes
production, reproduction, community management as well as taking
on many of the responsibilities
formerly undertaken by men. Despite
the significant role women have un-

mwe

Association whose main thrust is to try to

Labour Force

ment

day:

of the

some

women’s groups.

Source: Basic Facts About Women in

period between 1966 and the late 1970s

women’s associations has created a tension
with

t

Botswana

non-partisan) in order not to be seen t obe
challenging the existing status quo.
The above self-censorship of the older

isterial committee was set
with WAU in

advising government on

project identification and formulation

specifically aimed at women as a target
group. Several problems have hampered
the effectiveness of the Unit

although the main objective of the Unit
co-ordinate government

policy,
policy does not exist up to the
present. Both WAU and WODPLAC run
projects in a vacuum without any policy
to guide them in project formulation. It

was to

such

a
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is, therefore, difficult

to

judge whether

the WAU is meeting the objectives it was
set out to
•

achieve;

the subventions NGOs get
ment

through WAU

promote the

from govern-

are too

small to

functioning of their

projects. NGOs have to largely fend for
themselves and

depend

on

donors to

finance their projects. This has led to

a

situation

*

Accelerated Rainfed Arable

Programme
(ARAP) and Arable Land Development
(ALDEP 1987).
The schemes were not specifically aimed

but

at women

of which

to

assist subsistence farmers

large percentage are women, in
creating job c^portunities. Several factors
were overlooked in
adopting this strategy:
income-generating [xojects are difficult to
implement particularly if one has to cona

whereby NGOs ignore the existence of the unit when they launch
projects as they feel no allegiance to it
This has resulted in the duplication of efforts and projects; and

economic relief, the end result is that

human resource constraints have been

often than

not the end

amount of

time

the most serious

Unit’s scope

limiting factor on the
of operation. Since its in-

ception, it has

never

had

more

than 2

full-time officers, apart from a brief

period when a UN personnel officer was
attached to it in
the

advisory role. Since
expiry of the officer’s contract the

unit is back

to

an

its maximum

compliment

of 2 officers. As a result, the Unit has so
far concentrated its efforts in

only one
area
income generating projects for
women at the expense of other areas like
education, employment and agriculture.

sider the multifaceted roles of women, they
time

consuming and do not bring immediate results to give the participants and

are

on

project. Even where

they prove to be successful on the production side most participants lack managerial
and marketing skills and they end
up trying
to sell to their local communities as
they are
unaware of other markets to be
exploited.
Another

problem is disseminating infix'-

mation about the schemes. Jones-Dube

(1990) has argued that in
women

have shown

not to

most cases

know about the

—

Income-generating Projects
In
ment

an

attempt to reduce the unemploy-

gap and to stem the drift to urban
J

centres, government in NDP VI gave

prominence to income-generating projects,

employment-creation and rural develt^ment.

Several financial assistance schemes

were

introduced towards this end, viz; the

Financial Assistance Policy (FAP 1982),

schemes. In

where

they know, behigh (H'oportion of those
without means of production and source of

cause

cases

they form

a

income, the condition of
tion limits their

owner

contribu-

capacity to take advantage

of the schemes.
The existence of the schemes does not
come

anywhere

near

solving problems

faced by women, there are still a lot of constraints which need to be addressed if
women are to

make head start into the in-

fcHTnal sector.

At both

Employment

primary and junior secondary

levels women predominate but this changes
from senior levels to

tertiary and higher

education. In the modem economy

educa-

tion proves to be the major factor that deter-

mines the level of

participation in various
There is technical-

sectors of the economy.

ly

no

discrimination

as

regards access to

educational opportunities, however certain
social and cultural factors like teenage

pregnancies which negatively affect
female participation.

more

result does justify the

the

Education and

From the above statistics, female par-

ticipation in education dominates those
areas

which

are

traditional

women posts.
For instance, women account fOT over 70%

of the

teaching force in primary education.
tendency has a direct bearing on
employment opportunities and trends. The
This

kind of vocational

training

determines the kind of
to

follow, which in the

women are

like

one receives

career one

case

chooses

of Botswana

in the low

paying categories
nursing, teaching and clerical jobs.

There is,

therefore,

a

need for the intro-

duction of

gender awareness studies
throughout the education system. This approach would be more favourable because
it would be

issue,

addressing the whole gender

attempt to establish equity between males and females. Since women
as an

comprise a larger percentage of the population, it is imperative that theya re not left on
the margins of power, but must be drawn
into the whole process of development

Motsei Madisa is Assistant

O
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University of Botswana
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BOOK REVIEWS

Psychological Warfare and
Disinformation in Southern Africa
Horace

F

Campbell

over 20 years, the South
African Defence Forces (SADF)

OR

stood at the centre of the

military

and bureaucratic infrastructure

system of apartheid. The

of the

centrality of

repression in the reproduction
of the system led to war and destabilisation in South Africa and the region of
force and

Southern Africa. As

a

result of this war,

body of scholarship developed to in*
community of the
effects of Destructive Engagement in
Southern Africa. The information and

a

form the international

research

on

destabilisation and repres-

sion confronted the

propaganda efforts

of the South African government to jus*

tify its Total National Strategy (TNS).
War and destabilisation created the
I
dynamic of resistance and the mobilisation
of international opinion to isolate the systern of apartheid through a campaign of
sanctions. The over-extension of the forces
of ^artheid, its military contradictions at-

tempting to fight a conventional war while
hiding the information from its citizens led
the defeat of the South African Defence
Forces at Cuito Cuanavale in Angola. Like
the impact of the Vietnam war on the
United States, the emotional and
to

psychological scars of this defeat led to a
large number of white youths suffering
from post-traumatic stress disorder (ptsd).
PTSD was the clinical aspect of the defeat,

Campaign created a
regime. It was in this
context of the moral, political, diplomatic
and military crisis that the regime was
forced to seek a reform agenda, an agenda
which led to irreversible changes for the
society and the region of Southern Africa.
Independence of Namibia

End Conscription
moral crisis fw the

independence of Namibia in March
1990 brought a phase of the war of liberaThe

tion in Southern Africa to a decisive con-

juncture. The implementation of Resolution 435 of the United Nations came after
the defeat of the SADF at Cuito Cuanavale
between October 1987 and June

1988. The

defeat in Angola, the dismantling of the
South African military bases in Namibia,
the

unbanning of the liberation movements
South

and the release of Nelson Mandela in
Africa had

posed the question of the forms

of transformation necessary for the disman-

tling of apartheid. To present their version
of these developments, the apartheid
regime has led to a number of books, artides and films celebrating the prowess of

of its psychological warfare. This is part of a major disinformation
campaign to save the so-called reform
the SADF as part

pnxess.

Campaign of Winning Hearts and
Minds

TOs, the Muldergate
brought to light the large sums expended by the South African state for the
development of under-cover propaganda.
In the period after the massive resistance in
At the end of the

scandal

townships and the failed State of Emergency, the apartheid regime had to retool
the information and psychological operations to counter the major campaign of
sanctions and disinvestment. A campaign
of winning hearts and minds (wham) was
part of a larger disinformation effort.
WHAM did not distinguish facts from fiction and this confounded the strategic
analysts at the University of Pretoria Institute for Strategic Studies.
WHAM was not a new strategy. For in
all societies, ideological legitimation is
preferable to force and warfare. But in
South Africa, the contradictions between
the conditions of the African majority and
the opulence of the white tninority regime

the

meant that

the usual ideas of white supe-

riority could not be justified without force.
The South African state had developed a set

gain support for the system from
capital. These are:
defending the strategic minerals of the

of ideas to

international
•

West;

while at the level of the armed forces, the
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•

that South Africa is

facing a communist

onslaught;
•

defending the
strategic sea lanes of the Cape; and
preserving the values of white civilisa-

carefully read the literature which attempts to prevent the dismanUing of the
armed forces in South Africa.

in the political leadership after

the shock of the defeat led to the stroke of
P. W. Botha and brought about a new leader
committed to reform and dismantling structures of the National
Security Management
I

System (NSMS). Initially, the efforts at
negotiations and reform were designed to
prevent the total disintegration of the systern

in the face of the removal of the ideas

which
mass

the

legitimated it. The resistance of the

democratic

movement on

the left and

intransigence of the conservative forces
the

right forced the regime to seek a
solution by making a speedy agreement
with the principal liberation movement, the
African National Congress (ANC).
on

Negotiations
But

while the

even

under way,

negotiations

were

the old ideas of white supc-

riority and the military strength of the
SADF were being churned out by the
psychological warfare section of the
military. The militarists had read the
manuals of psychological warfare which
said that:

process
use the

the

new

legitimation

that the books under review seek to
resources

of the SADF to rewrite

history of militarism in the region

as

part of the disinformation campaign of the
militarist forces in South Africa. Three of
the bodes

.

...

course, psywar can even

be used

without any application offorce at all

of deterrence or coercion

compellance, to foretell the need
for the application offorce.
or

In the face of the failure of the invoca-

tion of the crude ideas of white civilisation,
the

specialists of the South African state
of force.
The more sophisticated had turned to the
wanted to forestall the application

less crude ideas of Eurocentrism to defend
white privilege. The

ideas of the superiority

of the market, the triumph of the West in the
Cold War and modernisation were the new
code words for the

legitimation of the
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sys-

Secretary General

on

April 1, 1989.

Selous Scouts in the

war

for Zimbabwe’s

independence.
The experience of the
peace-keeping
role of the United Nations in

an

earlier

peace-keeping exercise in the Congo had
alerted those who remembered the ordeal
of Patrice Lumumba as to the limits of the

written in an explicit attempt
obliterate the destruction of 2 million
lives and US$70 billion damage in the

peace-keeping role of the UN. The
Frontline Mission to Namibia and other

Frontline States. The fourth books attempts

non-govemmental organisations (NGOs)

are

to

provide an alternative by addressing the
question of war and society, but because it
to

comes

from the

same

Eurocentric intellec-

tuals, this book can only be a beginning of
grasping the real impact of the subjective
element of the militarisation of the region
of Southern Africa.

Geo-politics, systems analysis and anticommunism which is founded on extreme
conceptual poverty hindered the authors to
grasp the historical dynamism behind the
decolonisation process in Africa and the
victory of the nationalist forces over
colonial domination. Cuito Cuanavale became

important as the division between the

of domination and the promise of
reconstruction. It was at this small base in
era

Psychological war is all that is
brought to bear upon an enemy except physical force, for the purpose
of contributing significantly to his
defeat or influencing his behaviour
It can be said that psywar is the
adjunct to all warfare, of all organised application of force. Of

in the form

It is at the level of the

tions

This ambush is celebrated in a crude manner in the book Nine
Days of Wetr, a book
written by an author who had earlier

praised the counter-insurgency role of the

Disinformation Campaign

tion.
A change

necessary

to

that South Africa is

•

tern. It is in this context that it is

Angola that the intellectual and strategic
concepts of the South Africans foundered

Because the Western media has been in-

tegrated into the psychological operations
of the SADF, the Tripartite agreement in
New York in December 1988

was

presented as a diplomatic victory for
Chester Crocker, the then United States Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs. The Media presented the South
African leaders as peace-makers seeking to
rid the region of the Cuban surrogates of the
Soviet Union in Angola. But even after this
agreement, the South Africans were seeking ways to abrogate the agreement and
tried to do so by ambushing both SWAPO
and the representative of the United Na¬

were

alert to the second at-

tempt by the South Africans in November
1989 to scuttle the elections. When the disinformation release of the South African

Foreign Minister that SWAPO was amassing forces to steal the elections was carried
by the media, those on the ground immediately exposed this fabrication. The
South African Foreign Minister then
blamed his wrong information on the Ministry of Defence. The internal squabbles between the Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs over this incident
gave some indication to the depth of the disinformation and psychological warfare of
the Defence Department.

Rationalising the Structures of

the

reality that Africans could use
modem weapons just as Europeans.
Failing
to go forward, trapped
by the rainy season
and losing their air superiority, the South
Africans initiated peace negotiations in
May 1988 to ensure that their troops could
leave Angola without further casualties.
on

from the West

Repression
It is this Ministry of Defence which inspired the first three books under review.
The contents in the books correspond to the
intense campaign to save the militarist faction of the ruling elements in South Africa.
The fourth book forms part of required antiapartheid scholarship in Southern Africa,
but is reviewed along with the rest for while
it attempts to oppose the military, it forms
a dialectical unity with the
publications of
the SADF in its inability to deal with the
conceptual poverty of the information
which provided the raw material for their
analysis.

UNICEF and other human rights bodies
have documented some of the implications
of the war for women and children of the

region. Unfortunately, those in the instituhigher learning have spent their
time empirically documenting the weapons
systems of the SADF and this has been
tions of
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question of demilitarisation and
the defeat of the SADF seem utopian. One
problem with the left critique of the
military by South African scholars was that
at times it was not clear whether their work
was part of a broader anti-apartheid
.'^holarship or part of an effort to rationalise
made the

the structures of repression.
The

positive aspect of the fourth
of the
could use the empirical informa-

one

book under review is that some
scholars

begin to chart a course for the conversion of the military industrial complex
to industries for civilian use. Such an iniellectual exercise will, in the long run, distinguish those scholars who are not part of the

tion to

holding action fw the recomposition of
apartheid without its racial form. In this
sense, the first book under review is close
to the mark when it sees the Challenge in
South Africa with the African Revolutionary

Context.

legitimation
process in Southern Africa is to find a
coherent set of ideas to replace the discredited ideals of white superiority, anticommunism and strategic doctrine. The
anti-communist ideas are being retooled to
join the celebration and triumphant attitude
Part of the crisis of the

of the West in the end of the Cold War.

In

"Triumph of the West", not only has

socialism failed but all social movements
that have had links with the

socialist movement is

international

supposed to have

failed.
The ideas of the moral

'defeat of

socialism have elements of the old
ideas of white

racist

superiority for, in the final

analysis, the scholars of the militarists not
only point to the failure of socialism in
Africa, but failure of Africa in general. In
effect, the underlying assumption is that the
struggle for independence was an error and
that

Africa

was

better off under

colcmialism.
This is part of the intense ideological war
the future of Africa as new forms of

over

being fashioned. It is in this
context that one can understand the efforts
of the book Challenge, in tracing the experience of those movements in Afnca that
called themselves revolutionary. This book
with over 18 chapters attempts to cover the
domination

are

experience of the principal movements that
42

African state.

War still have not understood the

Strategic Minerals
The first chapter of this book set

importance of the strategic minerals
to the West. Unfortunately, those schooled
in the ideas of the industrial era of
Taylorism and Fordism have not yet come
with the features of the restructur-

ing of capital internationally which has
shifted the importance of the minerals in
Southern Africa. It is this change in the intemational economy which pushed the con-

in
promise of a common currency against the pressures of those who
provide the wealth for the bankers and industrialists in the industrialised North. The
African revolutionary traditions are being
analysed in this book to alert those in the
West as to the possible challenges for
Afiican independence after apartheid.
The 18 chapters of Challenge are cast in
the mould of those who
reverse

felt that they can

the tide of decolonisation in Africa.

The inter-connections between the

military

planners and the diplomatic cadres of the
United States comes out clearly in the chapters. One chapter by Craig Williamson on
"ANC, Clandestine Operations" stood out

revive the imagery of the
which had led the US Con-

in its attempt to

terrorist bogey

gress to convene hearings in the 80s on
ANC as a terrorist organisation. It was

the
the

inspired the Pentagon in
1989 to list the ANC as a terrorist (xganisation before these elements were overtaken

same

author who

by history. Weak theoretically, empirically
inaccurate and distorted to stir up the insecurities of the whites of South Africa, this
kind of writing should be a warning to the
liberation movements that they must write
their own history.
The chapter by C. Coker on South Africa

significant in many
In the early 80s, this writer had,
through the think-tank of the British Ministry of Defence, The Royal United Service

and the Soviet Union is

respects.

and

Mozambique under the guise that these

were

Soviet clients in the

region.

Those schooled in the era of

functional

categories of geo-politics, systems
analysis, balance of power and the Cold
imperaindependence movement.

This book continues an old tradition which

the tone

of the

to terms

theory of Constructive Engagement.
His contribution in this book read like a justification for the destabilisation of Angola
to the

tives of African

the 80s and the

Revolution

this

Institute, sought to give

centration and centralisation of capital

Distorting the History of the African

intellectual cover

opted for armed struggles for independence; from the Algerian War, the Wars
of liberation in the Portuguese territories,
the Rhodesian War and finally, the revolutionary process in South Africa itself. Marshalling respected scholars internationally,
this book repeated the ideas of the Cold
War, strategic minerals theory to lend
credence to the new directions of the South

saw

all anti-colonial resistance as

being

the international communist conspiracy. The functionalist paradigm not
only failed to grasp the histCMical relations
of colonial domination but presented the arguments on African liberation to suggest
that those who opted for armed struggles
were unwitting tools of communists trying
to cut off the strategic supplies of the West.
It is in this vein that the chapter written
on Algeria, Rhodesia and Angola hoped to
reinterpret the military defeat of colonial
forces by liberation fighters in Africa. Just
as how the 3outh Africans had blamed their
first defeat in Angola in 1976 on the cold

part of

feet of the United States, the former commander of the Selous Scouts reminisced
that

If some ofthe lessons and experience
of Malaya and Kenya had been opplied earlier in the war, the
Rhodesians might well have nipped
many of their troubles in the bud.
The references to Kenya and Malaya
alert the reader to the fact that Frank
Kitson’s Low Intensity Operations were a
manual not only for actual combat but for
the isolation of the militant forces after actual combat The integration of the armed
fwces in Zimbabwe and the isolation of the
ZANLA militants demonstrated that

for

exploit Africa, the political and
psychological war is as important as
counter-insurgency operations. It is in this
those who

sense

that the first three books under review

fcxm part of the agenda of psychological
warfare and disinformation. There are in-

problems of transformation in
post-colonial states. However, the kind of
analysis which is constrained by Cold War

deed serious

ideas cannot discern the reasons

why many

of the liberation movements called themselves Marxist-Leninists.
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Covering-up the Defeat of South Africa
in

Angola

Military defeat is difficult for any society
and more so fw a society that
prided itself
on being the best
army in Africa. For this
the facts of the conventional war in
Angola, the extent of the fighting and the
reason,

nature of the defeat was never

explained to
population. But in the
wake of the withdrawal from
angola, the independence of Namibia and the return of
troops there had to be some explanation. In
the process, books and newspaper articles
have attempted to cover-up the full extent
of the defeat in Angola. From time to time,
there are comparisons in the
press to the
point of bringing to the public view the
psychological problems of the ex-comthe South African

)

batants who suffer from post-traumatic
stress disorder.
The book War In Angola is written
wi^
the clear objective of covering
up the extent
of the military, political and moral defeat in

Angola. This much is clear if one has the
elementary knowledge of the events

most

which led t the defeat at Cuito Cuanavale.
The attempt at disinformation is

clearly

evident as

one

is able to

cross

check the in-

formation of the book against the real batties that took place in

Angola from October

1987 toJune 1988 when the South Africans

decisively defeated. Written from the
daily logs of the South African Defence
were

Force, it contains all the contradictions and
the incoherence of the Operations Modular
and Hooper, the code names for the in-

vasion and

siege of Cuito Cuanavale.
war in Viemam was
distinguished
by the use of the helicopter, the war in Angola was distinguished by the level of artillery on both sides. But the South Africans
were trying to
experiment with Airland
'

If the

Battle where the coordination and communication between the airforce and the ar-

tillery units

were

the haste to

cover

essential. But because of

the humiliation of the
SADF, those logs of the infantry and the artillery battalions were not cross checked so
that the failure of the air force to support the
artillery section was tacked on at the end of
the book in a shoddy chapter on reflections
of the air

up

war.

Superiority

This chapter brought out the fact that the
South African lost superiority of the air in
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battalions, the fact of the importance of the
statement that

South Africa lost air supe-

riority would have been lost.
This chapter on the Air War comes after
the chapter called "Operation
Displace"
which did

that the South Africans
were trapped and the Cuban
engineering
team had built two air strips to consolidate
their recapture of the Southern Provinces of
Angola. Trapped and bogged down on the
not

say

banks of the Cuilo river, the South African

army was reduced to shelling Cuito
Cuanavale for three months. As a book
written on the War in Angola to cover up
the defeat of the South Africans, the author
who was the South African
for Janes Defence
able

or

Weekly

correspondent
either un-

was

unwilling to bring to light the dif-

fering combatants in this war. This is especially so in the omission of the resources of
the United States fw UNITA which
helped
the efforts of the South Africans.

were not aware

of

being clear in his mind what he intends to achieve by that war and how
he intends to conduct it. The
first is
the political purpose, and the latter
the operational objective.
The contradiction between the

political

purpose and the operational objectives of
the South Africans in Angola created chaos

fw the generals of the SADF. The political
purpose of the invasion of Angola was for
the defence of apartheid at the Cunene
river. The generals had declared in Total

Strategy that it was better to defend white
superiority from the Cunene River than
from the Orange River. However, the
operational objective of "Operation
Modular" was to place UNITA in position
in Menongue so that the
Reagan administration could recognise UNITA

as a

holding sizeable territory in

government

Angola.
Heitman’s rendition of the

Objectives"

"Operational

at every stage of the attacks by

SWAPO, the Cubans and

the South Africans at Cuito Cuanavale

Angolans on one side and to the South
Africans and the UNITA forces on the other

brought to light the military weakness of
the SADF in Angola. Chapter 18 brings out

side omitted the crucial

the problems of the SADF but racism
meant that the weaknesses of the SADF

Reference

to

the

importance of the

military base of Kamina in Zaire fw this
The United States in Operation
Flintlock of May 1988 had sought to
war.

help

the beleaguered

South AfricanAJNITA forces by dropping
sui^lies for the opening up
of another front in Angola. The ANC
fighters clashed with the UNITA elements
around Uige and it was this confrontation
which made the withdrawal of the ANC
fiom Angola one of the conditions of the

Triftartite agreement of December 1988.
Though the book omiued important facts
such as the mutiny and arrest of elements
of the South West African Territorial Force
in Angola, it did point to the fact that the

State President of South Africa had to fly to
the battlefront in
dented

trip had

Angola. This unpreceabout because of the
operational command of

come

breakdown of the

the SADF. P. W. Botha could not make
up
for the

political and military weakne^ of

the South African army in Angola, especial-

ly after the radar system of the Angolans
grounded the SAAF. The flying in of the
State President to the front of the battle con-

South Africa Lost Air War

Angola. For those who

the strategy of the SADF to use the SAAF
to soften up targets for the
artillery and tank

firmed the thesis of Von Clausewitz that:
No one starts a
in his

senses

war or

rather, no one

ought to do

so

without

were

presented

as

the failure of UNITA

to

carry out conventional tasks. The transition
from "Operation Modular" to "Operation

Hooper"

because of the failure

was

achieve the

to

objective of "Operation

Modular".
Crisis of the SADF in Angola
South Africa

was

forced to carry out an

operation with weapons designed for
Eur(^)ean conditions of war. The combination of political miscalculation, the lack of
correspondence between the military and
the operational objectives, soldiers suffering from malaria and hepatitis, the effectiveness of FPLA mines against the
Oliphant tanks and the breakdown of the
command structure completed the crisis of
the SADF in Angola. The amount of bodies
returning along with the emotional scars of
the conscripts who suffered from the
depressive after-effects of the siege created
a new medical
problem in South Africa.
Failing to convince the South African
peculation that the invasion of .Angola was
a
military victory, the Generals at Defence
Headquarters had to intervene on a day-today level to make the decisions of what
troops to deploy and how to convey the dis43

information to the South African

public

through the media. Heitman observed:

ofthe campaign aggravated the problem, as illustrated by the need for the Chiefof
the Army to present a brigade level
plan to the Minister of Defence.
This intervention of the politicians and
Magnus Malan on a day-to-day basis could
not save "Operation Hooper" and the
decisive trouncing at Tchipa told the
generals that it was better to enter peace
The very political nature

talks than to surrender.

propaganda
coup for the SADF as part of the
psychological war against the population
the book exposed the military incompetence of the general staff of the SADF.
This book would be important reading for
the staff colleges of military institutions to
show the elementary weaknesses of the
military planning of the South Africans.
If the haste to

produce

The South Africans

a

did not know the ter-

properly, they did not know what impact the weather would have on their artillery pieces, they had not calculated on a
long siege and were dependent on foreign
technology to cope with the new radar systerns of the Angolans.
Ultimately, however, the tactical weak-

rain

of the South Africans emanated
from the fact that defensive warfare is a
nesses

higher form of warfare than offensive warfare. Not only in the military sense was this
correct in the Angolans and the Cubans had

position on the Cuilo
the Angolans were
highly motivated because they were
defending their sovereignty. The South
Africans had come to believe their own disinformation that had been produced by the
Institute of Strategic Studies at the University of Pretoria that UNTTA controlled twothirds of the Angolan countryside. The incorrect information by the scholars at the
ISSUP was reproduced in the army and influenced the groundshout scheme of the
military psychology department of the
army. War in Angola is a logical result of
the Groundshout and pamphlets of the
psychological warfare section in Angola.
ideal defensive

an

river, bul politically,

As

a

historical account of the War in An-

gola, this book could not penetrate
weaknesses of the conventional form

the

of the

Angolan army (FAPLA). Despite the weaknesses of FAPLA, their weaknesses were
44

pronounced as those of the SADF.
Both armies were organised around conventional weapons systems and were thus
constrained in other forms of fighting. It

not as

was

in this sense that Fidel Castro called the

FAPLA attack on the Omba river a

mistake.

United Nations Transitional
of the

resources

mine SWAPO and discredit the

tion

of Angola. This book attempts to present
the defeat of the South Africans at Cuito
Cuanavale

as

a

carefully planned

withdrawal and it challenges

SWAPO, the

ANC, FAPLA and the Cubans to write their
accounts of the war in Angola.

Up to the end of the Cold War,

the

used the victory of
inspire the
fight for democracy. Africans have to write
the history of Cuito Cuanavale to inspire
the young to be aware of their victories. At
present, the South Africans still have the
resources to bring out bodes, films, glossy
magazines and other visual images of the
SADF to attempt to prevent the disintegration of the armed forces of apartheid. The
reform agenda requires a reform of the

Western European states

the allied forces over fascism to

armed forces

so

that it can be Africanised

along with the impending Africanisation of
the state. The books celebrating the vielories of the SADF, the glamour of Koevet
and the destructive machines of Armscor
are to forestall a clear-cut alternative based
on

demilitarisation and conversion.

Celebrating Murder
If the book War in

Angola was a doctor-

ing of the contradictory logs of the SADF,
the book. Nine Days Of War exposed the
continuous

preparation of the South

Africans for destabilisation. Written as a

daily account of the nine-day massacre of
the elements of SWAPO that returned to
Namibia at the beginning of the implementation of Resolution 435, the book showed
the capacity of the South Africans to deploy
forces that were ostensibly demobilised.
As its most base level, however, the book
exposed the kind of journalism that would
have been prevalent in the hey-days of the
Third Reich. The details of the killing of the
returnees to Namibia was presented as if
there was real combat between the South

United Na-

helped to expose the disinformacampaign of the South Africans in

batants on the side

of UNTTA and this made up for the
absence of FAPLA forces in certain areas

deployed by the South

African Bureau of Information to under-

The

ments

Assistance

Group (UNTAG) forces. Recent evidence

tions has

Angolans were not the only comof African liberation.
The soldiers of SWAPO in PLAN (Peoples
Liberation Army of Namibia), acquitted
themselves in their confrontation with ele-

returning to the

African forces and those

Namibia.
This book showed how .the S ADF used

the presence of
British press in

Margaret Thatcher and the

Namibia to mobilise inter-

national support for the deployment of
Koevet and the 101 battalion against

SWAPO. Ever since the defeat of the South
Africans at Cuilo Cuanavale and the disor-

derly retreat from Calueque to Ombulantu
in June 1988, the SADF were looking fora
way to bloody SWAPO and derail the implementation of Resolution 435. The way
in which the UN Special representative was
ambushed to the point that he ordered the
deployment of the SADF is one episode in
the decolonisation of

Namibia which will

African
Planning of the

forever be remembered. The South
head of Research and

Bureau of Information had a close relation-

ship with the United Nations Special
Representative Marti Ahtisaari.
Massacre of Namibians
In this
more

single episode of the ambush,

Namibians were massacred than at

other battle. Namibians who have
buried
at Oshakati and Ombulanti are reflecting on
the process of reconciliation. The SWAPO
leadership has reconciled itself to the
SWATF and integrated elements of the
Peoples Liberation Army of Namibia into
the command structures of the South West

any

marked the historical sites of those

African Territorial Force.
Peter Stiff’s book like the

previous

Kassinga massacre in
book Borderstrike,
demonstrated how racism clouds the

celebration of the
1978

in

the

human brain to the point of boasting of brutal murders

as

that of Oshkati in 1989.

Stiff’s book showed that

organisers of the

destabilisation of Southern Africa for the

10 years have structures in place for
low intensity warfare in the 90s. The farms,

past

employment of ex-Koevet members as
security guards, the arms caches and the

the

inter-penetrating
institutions and military battalions

command structures
civilian
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should alert SWAPO

the

as to

dangers of
plans for the building of the
Namibian army and the dependence on the
officer and technical corps of the SWATF.
Namibian independence has brought a

Management System. African culture

as

the present

the base of the resistance

temporary peace. The culture of resistance

areas of South African
society. It seeps out
abroad in music, song, dance, film and
other forms. The toyi-toyi dance is
only the
most overt form of how cultural resistance

of the

braced the

war

of liberation

seeks

now

to

bios-

in the

independent society. Namibia
independent but is not firee as long
apartheid remains in Africa.

som

can

be

seen

in all

people to withstand the total
onslaught of the national security state in

became

South Africa.

as

By reducing the militarism in South
facts of
Armscor, the defence budget and troops in
the township, the bode misses the essential
role of force in production in the country.
Forced labour, the pillar on which white
society is built in South Africa induced

The Search for The Intellectual
Alternative to Disinformation

The book War and
Militarisation

Society: The
of South Africa, attempts to

bring out the distortions

at

the economic

level which is generated by the military industrial complex in South Africa. This book
is an ambitious attempt to expose the nature
of the S ADF, invasion of the townships, the

destabilisation of the
and
ture

region, militarisation
political power, militarisation and culand militarisation and resistance. It at-

tempts to break new ground on women and
the SADR

Though attempting to break new ground
and to act

as part of the intellectual infrastructure of the anti-apartheid forces in

South Africa, the major weakness of this
book is to analyse War and Society primari-

ly from the vantage point of white society
and culture in South Africa.

However,
many anti-apartheid intellectuals in South
Africa opposed apartheid. The institutions
of the
on

the

ideological reproduction depended
same state

for the

the book. It is for this
ter on

Angola

can

raw

reason

write

on

material for

that the

chapthe Siege of

Cuito Cuanavale as simply a setback for the
SADF. In this sense, it forms a

unity with
psychological efforts of the militarists
who are attempting to shore up the image
the

to orchestrate a stable reform of the

system.

The chapter on

the covert war in Mozambique stands out for it not only documents
the operations of the SADF in Mozambique

but

at

the

time captures

the effects of
this destruction on society. One would have
same

liked in

a

book

Society

a

fuller exposition of the cultural

on

South African War and

reservoir of resistance which allowed the

popular democratic forces to withstand the
vigilantes and the National Security
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force

all levels of social interaction beAfricans and Europeans. This force

at

in

production challenged the working
people to stand up for their rights. The campaign fOT a living wage by the working
people challenged the very essence of the
system and forced the jMCsent recourse to
the reform process so as to

integrate the

liberation movements into the interstices of
the repressive atm of the state. So despite
the information on defence expenditure and
arms

procurement, csqtital could not indefinitely rule by the gun. No society can
be ruled by force on a daily basis. As
Napoleon once said:
One

can

but sit

on

do

anything with bayonets

them.

Ideology of White Supremacy in Crisis
Political

stability for a social system requires that there be a coherent ideology,
widely accepted that gives the oppressors
confidence in their right to rule and resigns
the oppressed to their subordination. The
ideology of white supremacy which comes
from the ideation system of Eurocentricism
is in crisis in South Africa and the present
intellectual infrastructure of the society in
its present form has proven

incapable of

challenging the intellectual basis of the culture of capital. It is for this reason that this
book is reviewed in the context of the

psychological warfare of the SADF.
Peace and

stability in Southern Africa
possible within the context of the rapid
dismantling of the structures of domination
and militarism. The chapters on the "End
are

that the ranks of the oppressors become
can still play an impor-

divided. The ECC
tant role in

challenging

whites to
against those who exploit the majOTity in South Africa.
The problems of researching and writing
young

turn their we^ns

Africa t the observed and published

tween

Conscription Campaign" (ECC) contain
the germ of the possibility fw a rapid disintegration of the SADF. Previous revolutionary transformations have shown that it
is periods of self-doubt and disillusionment

the

military in South Africa for antiapartheid scholars are well known. But the
on

intellectuals of the "End Conscription
Campaign" have not made the links between the military and all aspects of social
reproduction in the society. Hence the
politics of peace could be understood simply as the end to conscription and not a more
profound dismantling of the instruments of
coercion,including the linkages to the
educational system.

Southern Africa is posed between a

recomposition and reconstitution of
capitalism (x a r^id transformation of the
politics of the region. The forces in combat
are evenly matched as Africa seeks to find
alternative forms of economic cooperation
beyond hunger, destabilisation and International Monetary Fund (IMF) management.
The resolution of the South African question is central to the forms of social relations to be developed in the region after

apartheid. Int^ational capital is keenly
aware of the possibilities hence the
major
psychological war to reinforce dependence
on Europe.
Yet the decades of war and destabilisation unearthed levels of resistance among
the African people which has yet to be

developed. Small evidence of this resistance was

demonstrated

by the peoples of

the region after the death of Samora Machel
in 1986. The defeat of the South African sin

Angola now requires a political reorganisation and

cultural

awakening to build
society. The books under review
challenge the African intellectual to match
the cultural resistance of the people and the
search for peace and social emancipaa new

a new

tion.O
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NEWSLETTER

S

Compiled by Colin Darch and Phillip Nyahoda of the
THIS month’s SAFES Newsletter adopts a different style

previous issues, with the focus less on simply
reporting the Trust’s public activities (seminars and
conferences), and more on describing internal
.developments within our organisation as well,
developments which are likely to be of interest to our
colleagues and collaborators in the Southern African region
from

and elsewhere.

includes several features such
biographical notices on members of our visiting

The new-look Newsletter
as

short

fellows programme, details of participation

SAFES Documentation Centre.

extensive familiarisation with

SAFES projects and

planning, Cde Siririka will be responsible for coordination
at the SAFES Trust’s Namibia office in Windhoek.
Prof. Okwudiba Nnoli
The

distinguished Nigerian scholar, Okwudiba

Nnoli

visited SAFES Trust for two weeks, to do research on peace

security in the Southern African region. Frof Nnoli is
presently teaching at the University of Nigeria at Nsukka,
but will be remembered within the region from his days at
the University of Dar es Salaam some years ago.
and

by SAFES staff

workshops and consultancies around the region, and
particulars of new academic appointees within SAFES. Of
course, we will continue to report in full on our conference
and seminar programme, as weU as new reports.
in

Visiting Fellows and Other

structural adjustment.

Visitors

On the first day,

SAFES Trust’s programme

for visiting fellows has

undergone several changes in recent months, with the
arrival of new fellows and the departure of former
incumbents. Among the fresh arrivals we are fortunate to
have with us Frofessor Archie Mafeje, a distinguished
South African scholar and activist, and most recently. Dr
Allast Mwanza, a long-time SAFES collaborator and
SAFEM’s editor for economic features, from Zambia.
Allast Mwanza
Allast Mwanza is a lecturer

in Development Economics

University of Zambia, Lusaka. He has extensive
experience in current development problems,
including debt and structural adjustment, agricultural
policy issues, and public finance. During the last few years,
he has worked on several consultancy projects in different
areas of the Zambian economy and the SADCC region. He
has also published several articles on topical issues.
Muvatera Ndjoze-Siririka
After six months on secondment as a research assistance
at SAFES main office here in Harare, our Namibian
at

the

research

colleague Ndjoze Siririka has returned to Windhoek.
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Seminar Report
September 3 and 5, SAFES held a series of three
one-day planning workshops to evaluate the progress of its
major research programmes, the SADCC evaluation, and
the projects on post-apartheid South Africa and debt and
Between

After

September 3, the debt and structural
adjustment research agenda was discussed and the
following work programmes were adopted by the
researchers:

1) September to November:

Literature review on debt

adjustment for each of the following
countries: Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. The

and structural

emphasis is to be placed on the causes of the crisis in each
country, and the suggested solutions. Is it generally
believed that there is no alternative to the International
Monetary Fund and International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IMF-IBRD) solution?
2) December-April 1991: Field work, consisting of
interviews with selected policy-makers and planning
officials, such as those in Central Banks, Ministries of
Finance, Agriculture, Industry and so on. This must also
include party officials, especially those in policy-making
positions.
3) April to June: Report writing in each country.
4) July: A meeting of researchers at SAFES secretariat,
to share experiences,
5) The final report will be issued in September 1991.
Sapem October,

1990

On

September 4, other SADCC study projects, that is
industry, the macro policy framework, and food
security, were also discussed and research themes
identified. The workshop also adopted worit plans.
The post-apartheid South Africa research
programme,
which was discussed on September 5, is limited to what are
perceived as critical areas for the immediate future,
including land distribution and agrarian reform, labour
migration and unemployment among the black population,
education and training, health and medical care,
housing
and the "group areas" system, and the future role of
nationalised industries in national development. At the
planning workshop on September 5, the agenda focused on

PHT’s collections

trade and

a

which

developed
bibliographic data-base as a means of
providing effective access to the materials.
This is an exciting development for SAFES, and we are
determined to try to maintain PHT’s high standards of
commitment to serving their users.
and maintain this

,

Donations of Documentation
Meanwhile, two important donations have been made to
the documentation centre in recent weeks, which have filled
gaps in the centre’s holdings of periodicals and other
materials. The first donation was made by Mr John Stewart

discussion of the modalities of institutional collaboration

with

partners in the project, the Scandinavian Institute
of African Studies (SIAS),
Uppsala, Sweden and the
Christian Michelsen Institute (CMI),
our

Both of these institutions

Bergen, Norway.

represented at the workshop,
and made formal presentations.
were

indexed by an innovative system
in-house, and SAFES will take over

are

was

of Harare, who contributed
•

periodicals

as

long runs of such important
Le Monde Diplomatique, Moto, The Weekly

Mail and others

as

weU

as

various documents.

The second donation, which

we are still in t^c process of
comes from the Harare office of the American
Friends Service Committee (better known as the
Quakers),

receiving,

The Documentation Centre
The SAFES Trust documentation centre has

begun to
part of
at providing a better and broader
service to local scholars. The
expansion programme will,
we hope, include a move to more
spacious premises, where
proper reading facilities for visitors will be available. In the
meantime, SAFES is attempting to build up its collections,
both retrospectively and currently.
expand its collections
a programme aimed

The

over

the last few months,

as

Popular History Trust

With

regard to retrospective holdings, SAFES Trust has
recently concluded an important agreement with the
Fopular History Trust (FHT), a Harare-based resource
centre founded in 1987, which focuses on
primary

and consists

similarly of a range of long periodical runs, as
files and other documents, including

well as press clippings
a

major collection of SADCC material.
To these and other donors, SAFES Trust offers its

grateful thanks.

The Palestine

Embassy Donates

a

Computer

On October 4, the Ambassador of the State of Falestine
in Harare, H.E. Cde Ali Halimeh, donated a
computer to
SAFES Trust. The machine is a 286-based AT computer
made

by Micronet Ltd., with a colour monitor and twin
floppy drives, and will be integrated into the SAFES local
network in the near future. It is the second in the
SAFES Research and Documentation Divisions, the other
area

being

a

Commodore FC.

materials from the South African struggle. Under the terms
of its deed of trust, FHT has decided to dissolve itself and

Research

to return its

holdings to South Africa, where they will be
integrated with those of the South African History Archive
(SAHA), a sister organisation.
However, much of the extensive reference and periodical
collections, as welt as photocopies of selected primary
materials, are being transferred to SAFES Trust SAFES
has

formally undertaken to continue collection
development, probably in cooperation with SAHA, to make
these materials publicly available, and to continue to serve
FHT’s existing clientele.
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Programmes and
Projects

UNIDIR
SAFES Trust is

Project on Disarmament
a

member of the UNIDIR

Working
the Non-Militaiy Aspects of Security, and has
been represented at two recent
meetings of experts on this
topic. Although the Trust missed the first such meeting,
held in Tushkent, USSR, in late
May, SAFES Trust
Executive Director, Dr. Ibbo Mandaze was able to attend a
later meeting in Algiers, and more
recently SAFES was
represented at the Experts’ Meeting held in Budapest on

Group

on
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25-27

September, by Mr Donald Chimanikire of ZIDS. We

hope to publish a full report on this meeting in an upcoming
issue.

UNIDIR, the United Nations Institute for Disarmament
Research, is located in Geneva, Switzerland.

Gender issues

project takes off

appointment of Ruth Meena, Senior
University of Dar es Salaam’s department
of Political Science and Public Administration, as research
fellow in gender studies, we anticipate that this project wiU
take off, perhaps eventually to become a full programme
With the recent

Lecturer in the

area.

Ndugu Meena was one of the founders of the Women’s
Research and Documentation Project (WRDP), a
Tanzanian NGO active in the field of gender issues, and has

participated in several major research projects. These have
included woik on the impact of the so-called "economic
recovery programmes" on rural women in Tanzania, the
strengthening of women’s income generating activities, a
review of the literature on women and education, an
evaluation of adult education programmes from the point
of view of women, and a project on the impact of mral
electrification programmes on the workload of rural
women (sponsored by WRDP) Ruth Meena also
participated in the Norwegian country review on aid to
Tanzania, which was published in 1988.
The role of the research fellow in gender issues is seen
as principally networking with existing programmes,
projects and individuals in the field throughout the
Southern African region, to encourage the sharing of ideas
and strengthening of links.

Visits and Consultancies
SAPES Trust staff have been active

in the region during

Director, Dr Ibbo
months at the
Superior de Relacoes Intemacionais (ISRI, or

the past month. SAPES Executive
Mandaza is visiting professor for two

Institute

Institute of International
of three

Relations) in Maputo. ISRI is one

degree-granting institutions in Mozambique, the

being Eduardo Mondlane University (UEM) and the
Institute of Pedagogy (ISP) As part of this visiting
professorship, two ISRI research students will be coming
to SAPES Trust for one-month study visits at the Tmst’s
documentation centre, where they will work on
international relations under the supervision of Dr.

others

CDS-ISIS Course in Sussex
The Librarian, Phillip Nyahoda, attended the annual
workshop on Bibliographic Information on Development
at the Institute for Development Studies at the University
of Sussex, Brighton, England. Cde Nyahoda was sponsored
by NORAD.
The workshop for practising documentalists’ objective is
to help to strengthen library and bibliographic information
science in developing countries and assist in improving
services and systems in relation to users’ needs.
The study seminar included sessions on the specific
problems of bibliographic information, especially in
developing countries, and some modem technological
solutions. A later session focused on information

processing and control, especially questions of
standardisation. A complete day was devoted to the use of
Micro CDS-ISIS, a Unesco sponsored computer
programme for data management which has found wide
acceptance in library and documentation applications. The
seminar also included sections on the dissemination of
information, the use of the other computer-based systems
than CDS-ISIS, and

library management.

workshop was held in cooperation with the UK’s
Development Coordinating Committee
(IDCC) and the European Association of Developing
The

Information for

(EADI)’s Information and
Working Group.

Institutes

Visit to ISAS, Lesotho,

Documentation

for Computer

Consultancy
September, SAPES Senior Documentalist Colin
Southern African Studies at
the National University of Lesotho, for three days at the
centre’s request, to undertake a consultancy on
computerised data management systems for the ISAS
project on security issues and South African destabilisation.
During his stay, he advised ISAS on the identification of
In late

Darch visited the Institute of

suitable software for a text management system,

and also

such as control and
bibliographic references for the ISAS regular publication,
Lesotho Index, and press clipping activities, could be

looked at ways in which other activities,

coordinated in the
ISAS is

a

integrated system.
of Sapes, and its staff

sister organisation

participate in the SAPES network.

Mandaza.
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LONRHO

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited

Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited
The associated
make Lonrho

companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
one

of Zimbabwe's most effective income

generators in tbe areas of mining,

W Dahmer &

Company (Private) Limited

manufacturing and

agriculture.

Crittall-Hope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts Engineers

(Private) Limited

Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records Company
(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining
(Private) Limited
Italian Coachbuilders

(Private) Limited
LCS Computer Software & Bureau Specialists
(Private) Limited
Lonrho Motor Industries Limited
Mobile Motors

(Private) Limited: Associate

National Blankets

(Private) Limited

Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

'I'urnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC
Zambesi Coachworks Limited

Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTAS: ZIMBABWE 10694
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES;

publication considering
events which have recently engulfed Eastern Europe. In this concise publication Samir Amin
tackles the problem by tracing the historiography of socialism, liberal axioms and market
The Future of Socialism

O

by Samir Amin has been a much awaited

capitalism.
Bureaucratisation which has

operated under the banner of socialism has been its own grave

digger. Popular mass uprisings have seen the demise of the ruling classes in many countries
of the Eastern Bloc. Third World countries have not been spectators in this historical drama,
but have continued to face pressure

from the World Bank and International Monetary

(IMF) to adopt economic recovery and structural adjustment programmes.

SOUTHERN

AFRICA
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POUTICAL ECONOMY SERIES
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